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This study examines rhythm, syntax, sound, and diction

in selected early and late poems from Dylan Thomas's Collected

Poems. It demonstrates, on the basis of stylistic evidence,

that the later poetry is the greater achievement.

The early and later poems are different in the area of

rhythm. Early poems are regularly metered with a strong iambic

beat, and a majority of lines are end-stopped. Rhythms in the

later, finer poems are irregular, and enjambed lines predominate.

The later poems show an increased ability to match rhythm with

meaning.

Dylan Thomas's syntax is simpler on the surface than

ordinarily supposed. Early poems contain restrictive relative

clauses that result in complex deep structure and sentence

stacking. The later poems contain appositive relative clauses,

a change in style that results in greater clarity. Repetitive

patterning is frequent during both poetic periods.

Thomas shows his greatest virtuosity in the area of sound.

Many techniques are common to both periods, but his achieve-

ment in making sound functional in the later poetry gives it

greater dimension.

In creating his unique poetic voice, Dylan Thomas uses

both old and new devices. Common and uncommon rhetorical



figures abound in both periods, but, in common with the

other stylistic elements, the figures are used more effec-

tively in the later poetry.

On the basis of an examination of the stylistic elements

of rhythm, syntax, sound, and diction, this study demonstrates

a greater level of achievement in the last poems of Dylan

Thomas.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Most early reviewers of Dylan Thomas's poetry, whether

commending or denouncing it, failed to discuss its artistry.

One reason for the failure was, undoubtedly, the very novelty

of the work. Distinct in diction, imagery, tone, and theme

from the Eliot-Auden school, it was, as William Empson noted,

"very off the current fashion."1 Indeed, it posed so many

problems of comprehension that investigation of style had to

wait more than two decades.

Early critics usually censured Thomas for the obscurity

of his poetry. A typical example of their remarks is one

made in 1936 by Richard Church, of Dent's, who was having

misgivings about publishing Thomas's second book of poetry,

25 Poems: "I look upon surrealism in poetry with abhorrence.

Dissociated symbolism is a private eccentricity, and there is

no reason why a reader should tease his wits or his imagina-

tion to elucidate a meaning where possibly there may be

none. . . . I am distressed to see its pernicious effect in

your work." 2 Seven years later, Francis Scarfe, in his Auden

and After, also considered obscurity of meaning a major weak-

ness of Thomas's work: "For many people his poems are puzzles,

seeming to offer at first reading no more than a forbidding

1
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cliff, impenetrable to reason, from which there jut great

crags of capricious imagery."3 Scarfe, at least, did attri-

bute to Thomas a sense of style, however erroneously, when

later in his chapter he declared the most attractive feature

of the poetry to be its "unfinishedness." Another critic

and one of Thomas's most vehement detractors, Geoffrey Grigson,

remarked, in assailing the poet's lack of style: ". . . one

would prefer a man's poetry to break out of the common fury

at least like a geyser, at least with the force and cleanness

of form, at least with the meaning of a pillar; and not with

the meaningless hot sprawl of mud."4 Even as late as 1960,

John Graddon wrote: "To a great extent he is, of course,

unreadable at first scanning and impenetrable at first

hearing."5 When, however, a growing number of close expli-

cations of individual poems were published during the late

1950's, it was discovered that Dylan Thomas's poems do,

indeed, have meaning, and serious attention began to be paid

to his style.

The earliest attempts to deal with Dylan Thomas's style

concentrated on his imagery. Such a focus is readily under-

stood when we realize that previous criticism had been

directed, for the most part, at Thomas's obscurity. By

clarifying the poet's use of figurative language, the critics

of style hoped also to elucidate meaning. A pioneer study

was Elder Olson's The Poetry of Dylan Thomas (1954). Even
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though a third of the book is spent in forcing an interpre-

tation of the "Altarwise by owl-light" sonnets as an allegory

of the sun's progress through the zodiac, Olson provides

elsewhere a sound discussion of Thomas's use of metaphor, and

he touches upon diction. Another valuable early study,

dealing entirely with imagery, was Lita Hornick's "The Intri-

cate Image: A Study of Dylan Thomas," an unpublished but

often-quoted dissertation written in 1958. In her attempt

to explain Thomas's images, Hornick concentrates on linking

image with theme, a focus that necessarily limits the discus-

sion of style. During the 1960's, critical books about the

poet averaged one a year, though few dealt with style.6 In

1966, two books were published that emphasized Thomas's style.

William T. Moynihan's The Craft and Art of Dylan Thomas makes

a good beginning of examining Thomas's stylistic techniques.
Unfortunately, like many another Thomas critic, Moynihan gets

caught up with image, metaphor, and meaning, leaving incom-

plete his discussion of style. The other book, Louis B.

Murdy's Sound and Sense in Dylan Thomas's Poetry, a work that

focuses on auditory techniques, finds different auditory

patterns between early and late poetry.8

The lack of scholarly book-length studies treating

Thomas's style is paralleled by the small number of articles

concerned with that subject. Explications of individual poems

abound. Many pages of arguments and rebuttals about Thomas's
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religion or lack of it continue to pile up; and studies

concerning the poet's similarities to Blake, Hopkins, and

Yeats, among others, exist. But, apart from studies of

imagery, little attention has been paid to Thomas's style.

Yet, as is the case with all great writers, Dylan Thomas

used language as it had not been used before. In fact, John
Bayley questions whether Thomas asked too much of language:

"The critical uncertainty which must still be felt about

Thomas's real status as a poet arises from the fact that we

still do not know whether language is capable of what he tried

to do with it; or rather whether the consciousness of the

receiver can adapt itself to such a variety of linguistic

uses and such a multiplicity of verbal stimuli."9  Thomas's

style is distinctive. Its special character was developed

through persistent hard work, as Thomas himself eloquently

explained in a 1933 letter to Pamela Hansford Johnson. He

was defending himself against the charge of trance-writing

that had been leveled at him by Richard Rees of the Adelphi:

"But he is wrong, I swear it. My facility, as he calls it,
is, in reality, tremendously hard work. I write at the speed

of two lines an hour. I have written hundreds of poems, &
each one has taken me a great many painful, brainracking and

sweaty hours."1 0 Nearly twenty years later, Dylan Thomas

continued to stress the craftsmanship of his poems. When

asked if he deliberately used poetic devices in his work or
if the words simply "came out," Thomas replied:
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I am a painstaking, conscientious, involved
and devious craftsman in words, however un-successful the result so often appears, andto whatever wrong uses I may apply my techni-
cal paraphenalia [sic]. I use everything &anything to make my poems work and move in thedirection I want them to: old tricks, new
tricks, puns, portmanteau-words, paradox, al-lusion, paronomasia, paragram, catachresis,
slang, assonantal rhymes, vowel rhymes, sprung
rhythm. Every device there is in language isthere to be used if you will. Poets have gotto enjoy themselves sometimes, and the twist-
ings E convolutions of words, the inventions
S contrivances, are all part of the joy that
is part of the painful, voluntary work.11

Dylan Thomas's painstaking craftsmanship is undeniable. "Fern

Hill," for example, was rewritten more than two hundred times,

and yet, seven years after it was published, the poet still

felt embarrassment over a line of it that he had spent months
trying to improve.12 Another "long exhauster" was "Poem to

Caitlin," later called "I make this in a warring absence";

Vernon Watkins relates that the poem took a year to complete

and that Thomas would spend days on a single line.13

Now that the tide of Thomas criticism has turned and the

poet is granted a consciously developed style, the problem of
describing that style remains. Comments about Dylan Thomas's

style have almost always been more likely to confuse than to
enlighten the reader. All too often, the critical remarks

have been little more than subjective opinions, such as the

following by John Ackerman: "The success of Thomas's work is

also primarily one of style: his language is vigorous and
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exciting; his ideas impress because of the intensity and

elevation with which they are expressed. . . . The ideas

informing his work are sometimes few and repetitive, but it

is the force and subtlety with which they are expressed that

is remarkable." 14 The proclivity toward relying upon impres-

sionism rather than upon more objective criteria to inform

one's judgments is especially great in the body of Thomas

criticism, perhaps because the poems do arouse intense

emotion. But subjective criticism fails to convince a skep-

tical reader.

In the last several years, a growing number of scholars

interested in the language of literary texts have shown how

productive analysis can be when the methods of linguists are

joined to the methods of traditional literary criticism.

Earlier criticism that took a purely linguistic approach to

a piece of literature was, frequently, much like inventory.

The linguist noted the diction, sentence structure, or

imagery, or counted the present-tense as opposed to the past-

tense verbs in a given work but then failed to draw conclu-

sions about the work as a whole.1 5 On the other hand, tradi-

tional literary criticism also has its weaknesses. Some of it

is based, at best, on informed intuition (such as Ackerman's

earlier quoted remark) and, at worst, on personal opinion.

Richard Ohmann, a stylistic critic who combines the best of

the two approaches, bemoans subjective stylistics: "Studies of
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style continue to proceed from the critic's naked intuition,

fortified against the winds of ignorance only by literary

sophistication and the tattered garments of traditional

grammar . "16

A work that exemplifies the understanding to be gained

when linguistic techniques are applied to literary criticism

is Geoffrey Leech's "'This Bread I Break'--Language and

Interpretation."17  Leech has concerned himself in his essay

with style as "deviation from the norm" and as "convergence

of textual pattern."18 By pointing out instances of motivated

deviation from the poetic norm and by indicating how they are

related to each other and to the text in its entirety, Leech

provides powerful support for his interpretation of the Thomas

poem. Another article of the same type is R. Bremer's "An

Analysis and Interpretation of 'Over Sir John's Hill,' ,l9 in

which the critic analyzes the meaning of the poem almost word-

by-word and then reconsiders it as a whole using the infor-

mation obtained from the semantic investigation. As each of

these two essays ably demonstrates, the worthwhile stylistics

study utilizes both linguistic stylistics and traditional

criticism. It lists, describes, compares, even counts, but

it also draws conclusions about the nature of the entire work

based on the linguistic observations and details. In such a

way, linguistic analysis serves as a valuable tool for the

literary critic.
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A number of critics have spoken of the three poetic

periods of Dylan Thomas. Such a division has some merit if

it is made on the basis of theme but not, as we shall see,

if made on the basis of style. Thomas himself admitted to

three thematic periods in his work, as William York Tindall

relates: "His work falls into three periods that should satis-

fy the most academic demands upon a poet--as Thomas and I

decided one afternoon . . . in a bar on West 23rd. St. The

first, we agreed, should be called the period of 'womb and

tomb'. . . . Thomas emerged from these obscurities during

the war. 'Ceremony After a Fire Raid' is typical of the

second period. And as for the third, distinguished by a wry

acceptance of marriage and of growing older, it may be called

the period of humanity."20 Another close observer of Thomas's

life and work, Vernon Watkins, has noted a distinct change in

the poet's writing, dating from 1939. Again, however, the

differentiating factors are not clearly stylistic; instead,

they appear to concern content and theme: "The point of bal-

ance in the letters is perhaps 1939, the year in which he

abandoned the struggling, symbol-charged prose of the intense-

ly subjective early stories and began to write stories about

human beings living and behaving exactly as they used to live

and behave when he was a child. . . . Both in poetry and

prose his work from this time forward moved in the direction

of the living voice.,,21
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In truth, a division of the poetry into three periods

based on stylistic evidence is unsound. Attempting to make

such a division, Louise Murdy begs the question, assigning

poems from the "second poetic period" either to the early or

the late style: "The early poems of the period . . . are

similar to those of the first poetic period; the very late

poems of the period . . . are similar to those of the third

poetic period."22 If the only basis for deciding that a poem

belongs to a "middle period" is the date it was written, then

no distinct middle stylistic period should be postulated. In

fact, only two stylistic periods exist in the poetry of Thomas.

This study investigates rhythm, syntax, sound, and dic-

tion in the early and late poetry, with the intent of

describing the two periods on the basis of stylistic evidence.

Using this evidence to compare and contrast the two periods,

the study demonstrates an increasing ability on Thomas's part

to make rhythm, syntax, sound, and diction serve poetic ends.

The study, then, supports the view that Thomas's later poetry

is his greatest poetry. This view is not without opposition,

as William Empson's expressed preference indicates: "I was

disinclined to review the Collected Poems when it came out

during his lifetime, because I would have had to say I liked

the early obscure ones best. . ."23 Tindall, who draws up
a list of seventeen "great poems," assigns only four of the

later ones to his list. 24 Elder Olson believes Thomas
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becomes, in the later poetry, "a bit too consciously the

bard" and "sentimental." 25  A significant number of critics,

on the other hand, argue for the superiority of the later

poems. The following remark by John Bayley is representative

of their views:

A criticism often made about Dylan Thomas
is that he did not develop, that his subject
matter is purely himself, and that once he had
brought out 'from darkness to light' the obscure
matter which obsessed him, his poetic poten-
tialities were exhausted. It is true that
his poems were always, broadly speaking, about
the same thing, and the most striking difference
between his early and his later poems is the
way in which what had been groping and shape-
less, an exploratory movement continued from
one poem to the next, takes on a closed and
almost geometrical completeness of form. . . .
To suppose that when a poet does not know what
he wants to say before he begins writing the
poems must necessarily be more compelling that
when he does, is a dangerously absurd criterion;
but in t case of Thomas it has often been
implied.

Throughout his book The Craft and Art of Dylan Thomas,

Moynihan stresses the technical development of Dylan Thomas,

and Murdy concurs with Moynihan's conclusions, saying, "In

most of the later poetry, Thomas's artistic devices reveal

greater refinement and his total structure shows greater

organic unity than in the early pieces."27 Supporting the

idea that finer craftsmanship engenders better poetry, Howard

Sergeant remarks: ". . . in his later poems Thomas paid more

attention to craftsmanship than ever before, and although it
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might be a justifiable criticism of his early poetry to say

that his words and images were not always used with precision,

it would be quite inapplicable to his later work."28

For this study, the early poems to be examined are those

written between September, 1933, and February, 1934, and not

revised before being published in Thomas's first book, 18

Poems.29 Only seven poems fall into this category: "Before

I knocked," "My hero bares his nerves," "The force that

through the green fuse," "From love's first fever to her

plague," "When once the twilight locks no longer," "Light

breaks where no sun shines," and "A process in the weather

of the heart." Thomas wrote a number of other well-known

poems before 1933, but, without exception, he revised them

before they were published. For example, "The hunchback in

the park" was written in 1932 but was revised nine years later

and first published in October, 1941. Another example is

"How shall my animal." An early version of the poem occurs

in a 1930 notebook but is "vastly different," according to

Moynihan, from the poem by that title published in the

October, 1938, Criterion.30 Thomas had revised the poem in

March of 1938.31 A logical basis, then, for deciding which

poems are early is the selection of those seven poems from

his first book that were written first and not revised before

publication. Choosing the later pieces causes fewer problems

because, for the last seven years of his life, Dylan Thomas
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wrote only about one poem a year. Oppressed by financial

problems and forced to spend much of his time and energy

writing for money and giving poetry readings, Thomas gave

little time to writing poetry. The seven late poems are

"In Country Sleep," "Over Sir John's Hill," "In the White

Giant's Thigh," "Do not go gentle into that good night,"

"Lament," "Poem on his Birthday," and "Author's Prologue."

All fourteen poems are examined in chapters two and four in

order to establish clearly Thomas's practice with rhythm and

sound, but the study discusses representative poems in

chapters three and five to avoid needless repetition.

The poems are examined in order to define the two poetic

periods from the standpoint of the four stylistic elements

of rhythm, syntax, sound, and diction. The study examines

rhythm and syntax in chapters two and three, respectively, and

considers sound and diction in chapters four and five. Deal-

ing with imagery only when necessary to describe Thomas's

diction, the study ranges freely between linguistic stylis-

tics and traditional literary criticism. No material, however,

is presented in chart or in explanation that requires a full

knowledge of technical linguistic terminology. The study lists,

counts, or describes, as the need arises; and it demonstrates,

on the basis of stylistic evidence, that Dylan Thomas's later

poetry is the greater poetic achievement.
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CHAPTER II

"WALKING WORDS": RHYTHM IN THE POETRY

Any critic who attempts to study a modern poet's prosody

encounters difficulty at the outset, for there is no agree-

ment today about how a poem should be scanned or even whether

it should be scanned at all. For centuries, scholars imposed

the scansion rules for Greek and Latin verses upon English

verse. The system has never been completely satisfactory

because the Greek and Latin languages are measured by short

and long vowels, and the English language is accentual-

syllabic.l Nevertheless, since Chaucer, every poet writing

in English has been influenced by the traditional theories,

so that any study of prosody must take them into account.

In contrast to older theories, modern scholarship has come

to accept as the definition of rhythm a regular periodic beat.

As Geoffrey N. Leech explains: ". . . the very fact that we

apply this term [rhythm] to language means that some analogy

is drawn between a property of language, and the ticking of

a clock, the beat of a heart, the step of a walker, and other

regularly recurrent happenings in time. In phonological dis-

cussion, the grandiose term isochronism (equal-time-ness) is

attached to this simple principle. To attribute the iso-

chronic principle to a language is to suppose that on some

16
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level of analysis, an utterance in that language can be split

into segments which are in some sense of equal duration."2

In English, stress is used to mark the beat, and there are

many possible stress patterns. Variations grow out of

differences in the pitch of the voice, the duration of stress,

and from the phonological structure and syntactic status of

the word under consideration.3

In rhythm, the poems of Dylan Thomas's two periods

contrast markedly. The early poetry is metrically regular

with an emphatic iambic rhythm and is distinguished by numer-

ous end-stopped lines. In contrast, the later poetry is more

often composed of free verse stanzas with frequent enjambment.

The later poetry is often irregularly stressed, and the

rhythms are more nearly those of conversation. The following

examination of Dylan Thomas's rhythms at different periods

of his career uses traditional techniques of scansion since,

even in the free verse stanzas of the later poetry, there are

obvious stressed and unstressed syllables. This mark / indi-

cates a stressed syllable; this mark ', an unstressed syllable;

and this-, a half-stress.

In considering Thomas's prosody, Karl Shapiro called it

"banal" and maintained further that it is "no better and no

worse" than that of many other poets of his time.4 While it

is true that Thomas's early poetry is metrically regular,

the later poetry shows great ingenuity in its free verse lines
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and stanzas, in its management of syllabic patterning and

stress variation. Even though Thomas's greatest stylistic

ability was not in the area of rhythm, his metrical struc-

tures are not without importance. An examination of poems

from the early and later poetic periods shows definite

distinctions between an early poetry of emphatic, metrically-

regular, end-stopped lines and a later poetry of complex

syllabic patterning and stress variation. Because of increased

line enjambment, the later work is smoother than the early

poetry.5 Another distinction is Thomas's ability, in the

later poetry, to suit rhythm to meaning more effectively than

he was able to do in the early work. Admitting, of course,

that "happy rhythms" and "sad rhythms" do not exist, this

study maintains that some rhythms are faster than others,

and some more stately than others. By adapting the speed of

particular phrases and lines to content and by diverging from

an expected rhythm, a poet can emphasize phrases or lines of

a poem, thereby reinforcing content. Acting in this way,

rhythm is functional.

Dylan Thomas's interest in prosody developed at an early

age. As a fourteen-year-old schoolboy he wrote "Missing," a

poem in iambic pentameter that demonstrates his ability to

handle traditional meters, rhyme, and syntax:

Seek him, thou sun, in the dread wilderness,
For that he loved thee, seek thou him, and bless
His upturned face with one divine caress.
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Lightly, thou wind, over his dear, dark head,
Where now the wings of dreamless sleep are spread,
Whisper a benediction for the dead.

Softly, thou rain--and for his mother's sake,
Shed thou thy tears on him; he will not wake,
No weeping through that deep repose can break. 6

Five years later, in a letter to another young poet, Pamela

Hansford Johnson, the nineteen-year-old Thomas passed judgment

on one of the contributions to "Poet's Corner," a weekly news-

paper feature, and showed critical acumen beyond his years:

"It would be hard to realise the number of people bluffed into

believing 'Blue Gum Tree' to be a good poem. Its sprawling

formlessness they would call 'modern', its diction 'harsh but

effective', and some of its single lines, such as 'The cloth

of silver over a white balustrade', would send them into some

sort of colourful rapture. In reality, the formlessness is

the outcome of entire prosodaical incompetence, the diction

is not even tailor-made but ready-to-wear, and the 'colourful'

lines are like cheap, vermilion splotches on a tenth-rate

music-hall backcloth."7 In the same letter, Thomas compli-

ments Miss Hansford's metrics: "Your grasp of form and

handling of meter is among the best I know today.,8

Dylan Thomas's early poems demonstrate, along with other

strengths, his ability to sustain and vary a given rhythm at

will. What they do not show, unfortunately, is a consistency

in the ability to relate rhythm to meaning. Murdy discusses

the failing as she considers rhythm and sound together and
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concludes that ". . . in this first period sound patterns

less frequently than in later periods correlate significantly

with sense."9

The earliest of the poems, "Before I knocked," written

in September, 1933, and first published in 18 Poems, shows

the penchant for syllable-counting that was to remain with

Thomas his entire career. The poem, comprised of seven,

six-line stanzas and one quatrain, holds exactly to a pattern

of alternating nine-syllable and eight-syllable lines:

Before}I knocked and flesh let enter,

With liquid hands tapped on the womb,

I who was shape ess as1the water
iI/ oJ / Iv /lL' /That shaped; the Jordan near my home .

Was brother to Mnetha's daughter

And sister to lthe fathering worm.10

In addition to the exactness of the syllabic patterning, the

poem demonstrates an even tighter control by the poet since

the longer lines all have feminine endings with the same

final sound. The eight-syllable lines have masculine endings

with rhymes varying from stanza to stanza. A cursory scanning

shows line five above to be the only one of the forty-six

lines in the poem that does not maintain strict fidelity to

the nine-syllable, eight-syllable pattern. The explanation

appears to be that an English reader, unaccustomed to the
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/mn/ cluster at the beginning of a word, begins the pronun-

ciation of the /m/ of "Mnetha," giving that word a slack

syllable on either side of the stressed one. All forty-

six lines are end-stopped, either by nature of grammatical

structure or by actual punctuation, and all eight stanzas

are self-contained. The eight-syllable lines are metrically

regular iambic with an occasional trochaic substitution, and

the nine-syllable lines, with many substitutions, have an

underlying iambic rhythm.

Also written in September, 1933, "My hero bares his

nerves" is another tightly organized, metrically regular poem

in which the only difficulty, as William York Tindall notes,

lies in "identifying the hero." 1 2 Each of the four, five-

line stanzas follows an exact syllabic pattern:

Stanzas 1 2 3 4

Line 1 10 10 10 10
2 7 7 7 7
3 10 10 10 10
4 7 7 7 7
5 8 8 8 8

The first stanza, quite regular in its iambic rhythms except

for the three adjacent, stressed syllables in the last line,

is representative of the other three stanzas metrically:

/ 9 / v/ / o /
My heko bares his nerves along my wrist

That rules from wrist Ito shoulder,
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Unpacks 1the head that, like la sleepy ghost,

Leans on: my mortal ruler,

The proud spine spurning turn and twist.

(11:1-5)
In this twenty-line poem, more lines are enjambed than

is usual in the early poetry; only nine are end-stopped by

punctuation, and another two are grammatically end-stopped.

Clark Emery reads this poem as a conflict between "Dylan,

the lazy Welshman . . . and Thomas, the Poet-as-Hero."1 3

The proud spine belongs to the poet who refuses to let the

turning and twisting, lazy Dylan escape the work of creating

a poem. The three strong stresses on proud, spine, and

spurning in line five emphasize the dominant force of the

poet's will.

Written in October, 1933, published that same month in

The Weekly Referee, and in December, 1934, in 18 Poems, "The

force that through the green fuse drives the flower" brought

Dylan Thomas his first fame. A typical early poem in rhythm,

it is strictly ordered, with four quintets and a final couplet.

There is some deviation from the basic iambic pentameter, as

Thomas substitutes trochees for iambs in the first foot of

every second line of the quintets. The short third lines of

each quintet contain four syllables except in the first stanza,

where there is a feminine ending. Another regular substitution

occurs in the first line of each quintet. The first three

feet are iambic, to set the rhythm; then Thomas uses a spondee
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or trochee to break the rhythm, before returning to iambic

in the second part of line two. Lines one and two of the

first quintet demonstrates his technique:

/ u~~ I / i, / /The force that through the green fuse drives the flower

Drives my green age; that blasts the roots of trees

Is my destroyer.

(10:1-3)

The strong iambic beat of the early poetry in general and of

this poem in particular is intensified by the preponderance

of end-stopped lines. Even when the sense of a line requires

enjambment, individual lines are so constructed that one is

forced to pause at line's end because he reaches the end of

a grammatical unit. The first three lines of the second

quintet give an example of rhythm reinforced by sentence

structure:

The force that drives the water through the rocks

Drives my red blood; that dries the mouthing streams

turns mine to wax.

(10:6-8)

Rocks and streams, terminal grammatical units that fall at

the end of lines, demand pauses even though neither is indi-

cated by punctuation. Even the short third lines of each

quintet leave an echo of iambic meter, notwithstanding the

fact that each line, except the first, contains only four

monosyllables. In the lines, stress falls on the first,
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second, and last word, giving an iambic rhythm to the last

foot. In keeping with his tendency in the early poetry to

write rather short, self-contained stanzas, Thomas ends all

the quintets in this poem with a period. In this early poem,

rhythm works in conjunction with meaning to produce an

affecting poem. The first three stanzas are composed of a

series of statements, as noted by Emery: "In each of the

first three stanzas the statement is that 'the force' gener-

ates life; the counter-statement is that the same force

destroys. Now since the refrain refers always to a helpless-

ness, increasing the effect of the negative counter-statement,

the pervasive tone of the poem is negative."l4 Emery goes
on to refute the conclusion that the tone is negative, but

the point is that the series of short statements reinforces

the simplicity of the theme, even though, as we shall later

see, the statements are simple only in their surface structure.

"From love's first fever to her plague," also written

in October, 1933, fits the early pattern of accentual-syllabic

verse with underlying iambic rhythm. The stanzas are regular-

ly structured; nine-line stanzas alternate with six-line ones

until a final tercet. The lines vary in number of syllables

from four to thirteen, as noted by Murdy1 5; however, only

two of the lines contain fewer than eight syllables, and

nineteen are pentameter lines. The dominant rhythm is iambic,

as illustrated by stanza five:
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And from the first declensionn of j the flesh

S /// / /I
I learnt man's tongue,j to twis t the s hapes of thoughts

IntoIthe stony idiom of the brain,
S I ( Ia , / ,0 /

To shade and knit anew the patch of words

Left byithe dead~who, inltheir moonless acre,
- / ~ I /

Need no word's warmth.

The rootlof tongues ends inja spent ut cancer,

That butt a name, where maggots have their X.

(25:31-38)

Of the forty-one lines in this poem, thirty-two are end-

stopped; in each stanza, either line one, two, or (as in

stanza five) both run over. 'Concerning the growth of an

individual from early childhood through adolescence to adult-

hood, the poem shows no rhythmical variation for the different

stages of life. Stanza one, dealing with the perception of

the world from an infant's point of view, deviates little

from the iambic rhythms of later stanzas, which depict the

adolescent and the man. In this early poem, then, Thomas

fails to relate rhythm to the sense of the poem.

Written in November, 1933, "When once the twilight locks

no longer" is, perhaps the most strictly organized of any of

the early poems. The piece consists of seven, six-line

stanzas that share an almost exact syllable pattern:
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Stanzas 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Line 8+ 8 8 8 8 8 8

2 8+ 8 8 8 8 8 8
3 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
4 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
5 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
6 10 10 10 10 10 10 6

+ indicates feminine ending

The last line of the poem, and the shortest, receives great

emphasis because of its curtailed length and because of the

placement of stress:

Awake,jmy sleeper, tothe sun,

A worker in( the morning town,
S / I j / *- /; / /

And leave the poppied pickthank where he lies;
U / U / i J /

The fences of the light are down,

All but the brislest riders thrown,

And worlds hang on the trees.

(5:37-42)

An emphatic rhythm results from three strong accents within

the space of six monosyllables. The meaning of this stanza,

that man should throw off the fears generated by superstition

and the unconscious dream-state and "join the sun in the job

of revitalization,"1 6 is reinforced, at least in the final

line, by the purposeful strong accents falling within a short

span of time. The rhythm of the poem as a whole is basically

iambic. Thirty-two of the forty-two lines are end-stopped

with punctuation; including grammatical stops, the total is

forty.
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"Light breaks where no sun shines," written, like the

previous poem, in November, 1933, shares many of that poem's

characteristics. Composed of five, six-line stanzas with an

underlying iambic rhythm, this poem has structural regularity.

A majority of the lines are end-stopped, and, as was

the case with "The force that through the green fuse," even

when the meaning of one line runs over, the reader is forced

to pause at the end of the line. There is a different reason

for the pause, however. In this poem, the pause occurs be-

cause the last word of each run-over line is always a stressed

monosyllable that necessitates a pause after sounding it. As

Murdy has pointed out, a definite syllabic pattern is sus-

tained throughout the poem:17

Stanzas 1 2 3 4 5

Line 6 6 6 6 6
2 10 10 10 10 10
3 4 4 4 4 4
4 10 10 10 10 10
5 4 4 4 4 6
6 10 10 10 10 10

The aberrant line, containing six instead of four syllables,

deserves the stress it receives as the result of the devia-

tion since it is the climactic line of the poem. The previous

stanzas, as well as the fifth, are composed of "two parallel

developments," according to Emery, who explains, "The first

half of each stanza (sometimes two, sometimes three lines)

describes a stage in a man's development, from conception to
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death. The second half describes an analogous stage . .

in the physical processes which occur after death." 1 8  In

the fifth stanza, the line in question, "And blood jumps in

the sun," is important to the sense of the poem because it

shows the commingling of man's elements with those of nature.

Thomas emphasizes this line by lengthening it and thus

stresses meaning by means of rhythm, at least in this line.

Of the thirty lines of the poem, one-half are pentameter,

and, as Thomas consistently falls into an iambic rhythm

during the last two or three feet of the longer lines, the

overriding beat is iambic, but iambic muffled by a number

of spondees.

The last of the early poems to be considered, "A process

in the weather of the heart," does not fit the mold of the

other early poems, even though its rhythm is regular, as

Emery suggests. 19 The regularity is achieved by means of

a carefully followed syllabic pattern within a regular stanzaic

pattern of six lines followed by a short stanza of three lines,

for five stanzas. The syllable pattern follows this scheme:

Stanzas 1 2 3 4 5

Line 1 10 8 10 8 10
2 8 8 8 8 8
3 6 8 6 8 6
4 10 10 10
5 8 8 10
6 6 6 7
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Tindall calls the rhythm "monotonous," but scansion of the

first stanza demonstrates irregularity:

A process in the weather of the heart

Turns damp to dry; the golden shot
/ I J / V /

Storms in the freezing tomb.

A weather in the quarter of the veins
/ /f / / oJ oJ /Turns night to day; blood in their suns

/ o- / /Lights up the living worm.

(6:1-6)

Only nine of the twenty-four lines are end-stopped with punc-

tuation, but Thomas uses a semicolon for a full stop in the

middle of lines two and five in stanzas one and three and

also in line two of each short stanza, increasing the number

of full stops to sixteen. Run-on lines total thirteen, an

unusually high number for an early poem. Tindall has called

the tone "dismal," indicating that Thomas's "awareness of

death as part of life" is here disproportionate.21 Actually,

as Emery contends, the tone is one of reasonable "balance."2 2

The stanzas develop varations on the theme; even the tercets,

which one expects either to contrast an idea, or sum up, or

perhaps amplify the idea in a different way, follow the same

line of reasoning--something tells man he will die and keeps

reminding him of the contrary states of life. This poem is

a normal early piece in the matter of stanzaic ordering and

overall length, but it is more irregular than the usual in

rhythm and in the number of run-on lines.
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The seven early poems written by Dylan Thomas between

September, 1933, and February, 1934, share, for the most

part, certain characteristics. The ordered stanzas are short,

and the stanzas are self-contained. A majority of the lines

are end-stopped, and the underlying rhythm is iambic. Except

for isolated instances, rhythm does not reinforce meaning.

The late poems, as previously mentioned, were written

over a longer span of time than the poems examined from the

early period. The poems from In Country Sleep, published in

1952, along with "Author's Prologue," written for the

Collected Poems, are, except for the unfinished "Elegy,"

Thomas's last poems. "In Country Sleep" (1947) was the earli-

est of these poems, followed by "Over Sir John's Hill" (1948);

"In the White Giant's Thigh" (1948-49); "Do not go gentle into

that good night" (1950); "Lament" (1950); "Poem on his

Birthday" (1950-51); and "Author's Prologue" (1952).

These later poems are more easily grasped than the early

ones. Thomas consciously worked at producing more clarity in

his poetry after the experiences of reading aloud, as he

explained during one of his lecture tours in the United

States: "It is impossible to be too clear. I am trying for

more clarity now. At first I thought it enough to leave an

impression of sound and feeling and let the meaning seep in

later, but since I have been giving these broadcasts and

reading other men's poetry as well as my own, I find it better
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to have more meaning at first reading." 2 3 Both Thomas and

Gerard Manley Hopkins, a poet who markedly influenced

Thomas,24 insisted on the importance of reading poetry aloud.

Thomas once said poetry is "memorable words-in-cadence which

move and excite me emotionally. And once you've got the hang

of it, it should always be better when read aloud than when

read silently with the eyes. Always."25 Thomas undoubtedly

"got the hang of it" because, as Karl Shapiro reports, he

was the only modern poet who "by his presence created an

audience."26 He became known through his readings and record-

ings before his printed poems began to sell, 2 7 and his

effectiveness as a reader has been studied with some thorough-

ness by Ralph Maud and Aneirin Talfan Davies, who report:

"The magic of that voice insinuated an ease of understanding

into the most difficult of his poems, and his readings of

other poets' work brought back a sense of enjoyment to the

business of poetry which had been absent for some time." 2 8

The earliest of the seven later poems demonstrates their

increased clarity and other common characteristics. "In

Country Sleep," one part of a projected but uncompleted four-

part poem, can be treated as an entity. The nineteen-stanza

poem is divided into two sections; the first is composed of

nine, seven-line stanzas and the last, of eight, six-line

stanzas. Obviously counting syllables again, Thomas produces

one hundred and eleven lines of strictly patterned verse.

Section one follows this syllabic pattern:
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Stanzas 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Lines 1 12 12 13 12 12 13 12 12 13
2 12 12 12 13 13 12 12 12 12
3 12 12 12 13 12 12 11+ 12 13
4 12 12 12 13 13 13 13 13 12
5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
6 12 13 13 12 13 12 12 13 13
7 12 13 12 12 12 12 12 13 13

+ The discrepancy here concerns the word scour in
the line. The vowels of scour are a dip thong ,
pronounced as two syllables, so that the count
becomes twelve.

Section two continues the pattern of twelve, thirteen, and

four-syllable lines, adding two lines of fourteen syllables:

Stanzas 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Lines 1 13 13 12 12 12 13 13 12
2 12 13 13 13 13 13 13 13
3 13 13 12 13 12 13 13 13
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
5 13 13 12 12 13 13 12 14
6 11+ 12 13 12 13 12 13 14

+ Again, the abnormality is due to a dipthong
in fire.

Evident here is Thomas's usual practice in his later poetry

of running lines and verse stanzas over, a practice almost

certainly learned from Hopkins, who called the technique

"over-rove .,,29  The rhythm of the poem is accentual, with

five or six stresses to each of the longer lines and always

two stresses to the short lines. Foot divisions seem futile

with such a free rhythm. As a matter of fact, with sprung

rhythm, which this resembles, a foot "consists of a stress
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followed by three, two, one, or no stresses.,3 The number

of syllables is irrelevant. The short, four-syllable lines

are visually startling in contrast to the longer lines, but

they do not affect the rhythm greatly because, except for the

direct address of line five in stanza one, the sense of the

short lines either grows out of the preceding line or flows

into the following one, as lines eight through sixteen indicate:

/ / u 
I o / / / L1

Sleep, good, for ever, slow and deep, spelled rare and

wise,
/ / - / s/ /

My girl ranging the night in the rose and shire

Of the hobnail tales: no gooseherd or swine will turn
%2 j/_/ / V / v-' 'v' /

Into a homestall king or hamlet of fire
U / /

And prince of ice
V / V / , // .J V/

To court the honeyed heart from your side before sunrise
CV" / V / / o /IJ / /In a spinney of ringed boys and ganders, spike and burn,

Nor the innocent lie in the rooting dingle wooed
V / V / . v - / / CV /
And staved, and riven among plumes my rider weep.

(181:8-16)

In the first section of the poem, full stops occur most

often in the middle of stanzas; and in the second, full stops,

more frequent, occur without pattern after exclamations. The

number of exclamations, which require added force to pronounce,

slow the lines and should add to the tone of elevation. Un-

fortunately, in this one poem, Thomas overuses the exclamatory
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phrase; its use becomes a mannerism, detracting from the

beauty of the lines. Stanza three of section two exemplifies

the weakness:

/ v / vIU I / J / '- /
Hill of cypresses! The din and tale in the skimmed
// v//-v u / ' / t

Yard of the buttermilk rain on the pail! The sermon
I / / / ~ ~)~) i~of blood! The bird loud vein! The saga from mermen

S / -
To seraphim

/ / o / I / / / 1
Leaping! The gospel rooks! All tell, this night,

o. /

of him
/ / / / / /Who comes as red as the fox and sly as the heeled wind.

(184: 76-81)

The note, here, is almost of hysteria as Thomas exclaims that

the things of nature foretell the coming of a thief. The

thief is either time, death, or age; in any event, he is to

be dreaded. The exclamations are exaggerated only in the

second section of the poem, the part that deals with the

inevitability of the thief's coming. It appears that Thomas's

subconscious fears rather than his ostensible purposes of

lulling the child motivated the rhythm of this section of

the poem; such lapses are unusual in Thomas's later poems.

A further link between rhythm and meaning involves the last

two lines of the poem. Each line consists of fourteen syl-

lables, a deviation, as we have seen, from the norm, and the

number of stresses is increased to eight and seven respectively.
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Since the whole poem is incantatory in tone, the longer,

slower lines provide additional solemnity at the close.

Justly recognized as one of Dylan Thomas's greatest

poems, "Over Sir John's Hill" is characteristic in many ways

of the later works, especially in rhythm. In his detailed

analysis of the poem, R. Bremer describes the meter as "high-

ly varied, sprung, counter-pointed and outriding."31 Two of

the terms, "sprung' and "outriding," are Hopkins's. 32 The poem's

five, twelve-line stanzas exhibit a pattern of syllabic

regularity. The first two lines of each stanza contain five

and six syllables respectively, but the stresses vary from

one to six. The most striking pattern in the poem's struc-

ture lies in each sixth line; in every stanza, the sixth line

is comprised of a stressed monosyllable. The other lines of

each stanza vary in number of syllables from thirteen to

fifteen. Thomas counted syllables at some point in writing

the poem but in order to include certain phrases, he loosened

the absolute pattern.33 The first stanza of the poem, repre-
sentative of the other four, illustrates the varying stress

pattern:

S/ /
Over Sir John's Hill,

" / / / /
The hawk on fire hangs still;

In a hoisted cloud, at drop of dusk, he pulls to his

claws
, / j' v , / v i / vi/./'

And gallows, up the rays of his eyes the small birds of
S/

the bay
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V / / /
And the shrill child's play

Wars

Lio / C Li / '- / 1 / LiOf the sparrows and such who swansing, dusk, in

wrangling hedges.

And blithely they squawk
i ./L I Li I 'e L / Li /To fiery tyburn over the wrestle of elms until
v / / /

The flash the noosed hawk
/ I L / i L / / v / L /Crashes, and slowly the fishing holy stalking heron

v Lv / J / v u / / v / v /
In the river Towy below bows his tilted headstone.

(187:1-12)

In the above stanza, the short, heavily stressed lines pro-

vide the primary movement of the stanza while the longer,

amplified lines supply descriptive material and furnish a

counterpointed rhythm.34  "Over Sir John's'Hill" shows a

predominance of enjambed lines in contrast to the end-stopped

lines prevalent in the early poetry. Here, too, as in other

later poems, even the stanzas sometimes run over. Stanza one

offers examples of how Thomas controls the speed of lines in

the later work. Line two reads slowly because of the three

adjacent, stressed monosyllables, and the reader has time to

visualize the hovering hawk. Line ten is reminiscent of

nothing so much as lines five and six of Tennyson's often-

anthologized "The Eagle":

He watches from his mountain walls,
And like a thunderbolt he falls.3 5
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Thomas's lines about the "crashing" hawk are, perhaps, even

more effective, at least visually, as a means of matching

sense with sound than are Tennyson's lines. Then, Thomas

deliberately slows the rhythm of the last two lines by

changing from a rising rhythm of iambs and anapests to a

falling or trailing rhythm of trochees and dactyls. The

last line of the poem is notable, too, for Thomas's emphasis,

by means of rhythm, on the meaning of the line. Saying that

he, the poet, writes this poem, which is the birds' epitaph,

for the sake of their souls, Thomas again slows the line by

means of stress placement:

Stone for the sake of the souls of the slain
/ /

birds sailing.

(189:60)
Stresses placed first and near the last, as well as the numer-

ous monosyllables, assure a measured reading of the line.

"Over Sir John's Hill" provides a characteristic example of

Thomas's later work: the lines have varied rhythms, and the

majority of the lines are enjambed; rhythm is based on syl-

labic patterning and stress variation rather than on tradi-

tional meters, and rhythm emphasizes meaning in the poem.

The third poem of the series, "In the White Giant's

Thigh," is regular in form, but its regularity is hidden by

the irregular pattern of its fifteen quatrains, as noted by

Murdy.36 To establish a pattern, the first four lines form
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a distinct quatrain, but the only other quatrain to be set

off clearly, except by sound,is the eighth. The second

quatrain is composed of a single, end-stopped line separated

from its companion lines. Attached to the beginning of the

fourth quatrain, the last line of the third splits off from

its place. Such irregularity of patterning continues through-

out the poem and is appropriate to the paradoxical statement

of the poem: that long-dead women are still part of the life

processes. Sixty lines eventually take the following form

in line groupings: 4, 1, 3, 3, 5, 3, 2, 5, 2, 4, 3, 6, 3, 1,

14, 1. The fourteen-line section of the poem, conspicuous

for its length and its non-stop rhythm, merits the number of

lines because it is here that Thomas makes the link between

the dead women and the on-going life processes:

The dust of their kettles and clocks swings to and fro
Where the hay rides now or the bracken kitchens rust
As the arc of the billhooks that flashed the hedges low
And cut the birds' boughs that the minstrel sap ran red.
They from houses where the harvest kneels, hold me hard,
Who heard the tall bell sail down the Sundays of the dead
And the rain wring out its tongues on the faded yard,
Teach me the love that is evergreen after the fall leaved
Grave, after Beloved on the grass gulfed cross is scrubbed
Off by the sun and Daughters no longer grieved
Save by their long desirers in the fox cubbed
Streets or hungering in the crumbled wood: to these
Hale dead and deathless do the women of the hill
Love for ever meridian through the courters' trees.

(199:46-59)

Of the sixty lines, only five are end-stopped, a striking

departure from Thomas's earlier practice. Because of the
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nature of the stanzaic patterning in this poem, it is diffi-

cult to assess whether or not stanzas run over, but a clear

case presents itself after the second, set-apart quatrain.

The sense of the line runs into the next quatrain, and there

is no grammatical stop since the direct object is split away

from its subject:

Who once were a bloom of wayside brides in the hawed
house

And heard the lewd, wooed field flow to the coming
frost,

The scurrying, furred small friars squeal, in the
dowse

Of day, in the thistle aisles, till the white owl
crossed

Their breast, the vaulting does roister, the horned
bucks climb

Quick in the wood at love, where a torch of foxes foams.

(198:29-34)

Consistent with his practice of counting syllables, Thomas

has constructed here a poem that varies only between eleven,

twelve, and thirteen syllables per line for sixty lines. Of

the total, forty-three of the lines are of twelve syllables;

those forty-three include the two distinct quatrains and

several one-and two-liners. Thomas focuses attention on the

two quatrains by rhythmic regularity as well as by the more

overt structuring. The quatrains are two of four instances

in the poem where four twelve-syllable lines occur consecu-

tively and where six stresses per line are the rule.

Strongly affecting the rhythm of the poem, also, is the large
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number of monosyllables. The poem has five hundred and ten

monosyllables out of a total of six hundred and five words,

a high percentage even for Dylan Thomas. The monosyllables

fit the subject matter of the poem, which describes simple

country women and their lives, and give slowness and weight

to lines because of the number of juxtaposed stresses without

intermediate unstressed syllables.

Following "In the White Giant's Thigh," Thomas wrote

two poems treating the deaths of old men. Different in form

and tone, the two are comparable in prosodic skill. In 1950,

Thomas wrote "Do not go gentle into that good night," a villa-

nelle. Poetic convention dictates the form of a villanelle,

and the nineteen lines, divided into three tercets and a final

quatrain, follow an exacting rhyme scheme, which will be

discussed in a later chapter. Rhythm, however, is not

dictated by convention, and in this poem, Thomas departs from

his customary practice in the later poetry. All nineteen

lines of this poem are pentameter, and the basic rhythm is a

freely substituted iambic, as the quatrain indicates:

/ // / /And you, my father, there on thejsad height,

/ /I / '-I / / -, /Curse, bless, me now with your fierce tears, I pray.
S / vJ / 0 / o - I /Do not go gentle into that good night.

/ / / /
Rage, rage against the dy ling of the light.

(128:16-19)
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Thomas endstops all but three lines in the poem, and the

repetitive rhythm and sounds, mandated, in part, by convention,

give this late poem the movement of an early poem.

The amusing poem "Lament," surprisingly, shows some of

the characteristics of the serious poem. "Lament," illus-

trating the bent toward comedy apparent in some of Thomas's

last works, is another strictly-ordered poem, though not in

a particular form, as was the villanelle. "Lament" consists

of five, twelve-line stanzas with either nine or ten syllables

per line. Rhythm receives masterful treatment here; the

rising rhythms of iambs and anapests suit the rollicking

recollections of an old rake:

V /' / j /IV fi V I
When I was a windy boyf and a bit

U / / > / o /And thel black spit of the chapel fold,
/ V I- // /i/V U / U

(Sighed the old ram rod,j dying of women),
/ / -- /I V V, / 'J'- II tiptoed shy in the gooseberry wood,

S / / / V o J I
The rudejowl criedllike a telltale tit,

- \ u JV / V f / /
I skipped lin a blushlas the bigfgirls rolled

Ninepinjdown on the donkeys ' common,
S/ / / jP /<- /

And on seesaw sunday nights I wooed

Whoever]I would with my wicked eyes,
S / LI L / - / LI /The whole of the moonjI could love and leave

- o / / / /
All the green leaved little wed ings' wives
Li / / / V / I /
In the coal black bush and let them grieve.

(194:1-12)
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Contrary to practice in the other late poems, except for "Do

not go gentle," lines and stanzas are, for the most part, end-

stopped, showing Thomas's ability to suit his rhythms to his

meaning in the later work. This poem conforms to the type

recited and sung by the common people; its rhythms are pro-

nounced, and its endings frequent, a practice that results

in ease of performing. The two final stanzas, dealing

respectively with the old man's more recent past and his

present, maintain the bounding rhythm and humorous tone

although because of verbal connotation, the fourth stanza

appears to be somewhat more serious. The last six lines of

the fourth stanza demonstrate the bouncing rhythm and the

leveling off of humor:

At last the soul;from its foul mousehole
/ 37 / Ko / i -' / /1 /Slung pouting out when the limp time came;

\ / w / / /
And I gave myl soul ajblind, slashed eye,

/ '0-l0 / ~'- ' / o'3 /Gristle Iland rind, and a roarers 38ife,

And I shoved it into the coal black sky.
S / oJ / -' / /

To find a wonan's soul for alwife.

(195:43-48)

Murdy has noted a correlation between the metrical patterns

and meaning in "Lament": "It seems fitting that metrical

irregularity should characterize the opening passages of the

poem, which concern the narrator's former irregular and un-

controlled life and that metrical regularity should charac-

terize the passages which concern his present, more regular
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and controlled life." 3 9 Close analysis of the opening pas-

sages fails, however, to uncover metrical irregularity. The

ten-nine syllabic pattern of the lines remains, as do the

predominant iambs and anapests. "Lament" maintains a regular

rhythm throughout, and any change of tone must be attributed

to sound and diction rather than to meter.

"Poem on his Birthday," begun in 1950 when Thomas was

thirty-six years old, consists of twelve carefully-wrought

nine-line stanzas of accentual-syllabic verse. Moynihan's

observation that the lines carry alternating three and four

stresses cannot be substantiated.40 Murdy's contention that

the odd-numbered lines, with two exceptions, have six syl-

lables and the even-numbered ones nine syllables holds true,41

as lines one through nine exemplify:

In the mustardseed sun,
S / / /I '. / / /

By full tilt river and switchback sea
/ Q LI /

Where the cormorants scud,
e 2 / / / /

In his house on stilts high among beaks

And palavers of birds
. / / / / / /This sandgrain day in the bent bay's grave

He celebrates and spurns
I V / " / / - /

His driftwood thirty-fifth wind turned age;
/ / /Herons spire and spear.

(190:1-9)

One of the exceptions to the pattern of odd-numbered lines

containing six syllables occurs in the last line above; it
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has five syllables, and its brevity acts to emphasize the

first mention of herons in the poem. The final lines of

stanzas one, two, and three deal with herons: "Herons spire

and spear"; "Herons, steeple stemmed, bless"; and "Herons

walk in their shroud." The herons are identified with the

speaker of the poem or, more accurately, all human life, and

by focusing attention on them in the first stanza, Thomas

not only strengthens the image when he repeats it in succeeding

lines but also gains a sense of continuity.42 The other ex-

ception to the six-nine pattern is line five, stanza eleven,

which has seven syllables instead of six. The lines of the

poem are not quite evenly divided between end-stopped and

run-on; run-on lines predominate. In contrast to the stanzas

of most later poems, the stanzas here do not run over. No

stress pattern emerges except that adjacent strong stresses

often occur at the ends of lines. In the stanza above, lines

two, six, and eight carry a series of three adjacent strong

stresses, but two are more common. These consecutive strong

stresses, falling as they often do at the ends of the nine-

syllable lines, lengthen the lines and cause an even greater

contrast between them and the shorter, six-syllable lines,

strengthening meaning.

Dylan Thomas's last completed poem, "Author's Prologue,"

is, like all this poetry, intricately formed. In fact, this

poem is so cleverly wrought that its design escaped the atten-

tion of many early admirers. The poem consists of one hundred
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and two lines divided only by a complex rhyme scheme into two

sections of fifty-one lines each. Each line is visually equal

in length, but, as Tindall explains, "Four, Three, or, some-

times, two stresses lend variety and surprise to lines that

look like equals."43 The lines do have syllabic variation,

ranging from the two, short, four-syllable lines (11. 38 and

65) to thirteen eight-syllable lines. Significantly, a series

of eight-syllable lines occurs in the last thirteen lines of

the poem, where the extended rhythm aids in producing a

feeling of gravity as the poet discusses his approaching

death in the following lines:

/ - e / /
We will ride out alone, and then,

/ v Q / . /
Under the stars of Wales
/ I/ 0 - / %J /

Cry, Multitudes of arks! Across

The water lidded lands,
I / /

Manned with their loves they'll move,
I l / l/ o

Like wooden islands, hill to hill.

(xviii:91-96)

"Author's Prologue" has fifteen full stops, but the unusual

thing about the stops is that they occur, in ten of the fif-

teen instances, after an exclamation mark. Only "In Country

Sleep" contains as many exclamations. Perhaps the reason for

the increased emotion, as Emery suggests, is that by the time

Thomas wrote "Author's Prologue," he had lost his earlier

belief in art as a refuge from terror and retained only a

faint hope, and "the unsubstantial hope requires a shout." 4 4
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Such an interpretation, if correct, provides another example

of Thomas's reinforcing sense by manipulating rhythm, even if

on an unconscious level.

In the area of rhythm, then, there are specific differ-

ences between Dylan Thomas's early and later poetry. The

early poems, generally shorter than the later ones, show a

proportionately greater number of end-stopped lines than the

later poems. The early poems have greater regularity of

rhythm; more often than not, a strong iambic beat dominates

them. The rhythm of the later poetry is less insistent than

in the early work; no single poem of the late period, for

example, carries the clearly-defined rhythm of "The force that

through the green fuse." Instead, there is great variation

in the patterns of stress. Quite often in his later poems,

Thomas achieves a synthesis of rhythm and statement that

gives added dimension to this work. Such a blending of rhythm

and meaning occurs only infrequently in the early poetry.

Because in his late period Thomas wrote accentual-syllabic

verse that is often sprung, these poems have the rhythms of

speech, a characteristic that, no doubt, partly explains their

wider appeal in comparison to the early poems. Rhythm, of

course, involves more than stress, and in order to explore

more completely the differences between Thomas's early and

later poems, we must investigate his ways with syntax.
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CHAPTER III

"THIS RUMPUS OF SHAPES"--THE SYNTAX

Before modern linguists began to examine poetic language,

few scholars had discussed directly the syntax of poetry,

according to William E. Baker. If word order in poetry was

considered, it was in relation to other stylistic elements

such as rhythm, imagery, or rhyme. With the advent, however,

of studies such as Donald Davie's Articulate Energy;2 Samuel

R. Levin's Linguistic Structures in Poetry;3 Richard Ohmann's

"Generative Grammars and the Concept of Literary Style";4 and

Jonathan Culler's Structuralist Poetics,5 the syntax of poetry

began to receive attention as an important stylistic element

in its own right. Investigations by modern linguists have

proved of great assistance in explaining the work of modern

poets whose intentional ambiguities and unconventional syntactic

patterns are well-known. Indeed, as Baker notes, "In modern

poetry . . . rhyme is so often absent, structure so loose, and

metrical pattern so problematical that to study such poetry

closely one is almost forced to consider its syntax."6

Notwithstanding the general consensus about modern poetry

and its difficulties, Dylan Thomas's poetry has acquired a

reputation for syntactical difficulty that is not always justi-

fied. Often, Thomas's obscurity is attributed to wrenched

50
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syntax, as in A. J. Smith's "Ambiguity as Poetic Shift": "It

[obscurity] is a calculated indirection, obtained by the

omission of almost all clues to the actual drift; by the

clotting of fairly simple notions with odd but dynamic images;

by a conscious confusing of syntax. . . ."7 But, as one of

Thomas's earliest critics found, it is not syntactical dis-

arrangement, or hyperbaton, that produces obscurity in his

work as much as it is the poet's method of juxtaposing appar-

ently unrelated images to unify his poems : "In Thomas's poetry,

with its minimum of discourse and local orientation, the

structural framework of the poem inheres in the pattern of

relationships among the images.?"8 When the "relationships"

are understood, much of the difficulty of the poem vanishes.

As a matter of fact, Dylan Thomas wrote proportionately more

regular sentences (sentences in which the pattern is Subject-

Verb-Object or S-V-O) than William Cullen Bryant, Henry

Wadsworth Longfellow, Emily Dickinson, William Morris, Thomas

Hardy, William Butler Yeats, or W. H. Auden, among others.9

Certainly, Thomas shows in his early and later poetry certain

syntactic peculiarities, which this study examines, but only

in a few poems are we left confused about particular sentence

structure.

In comparing the syntax of Dylan Thomas's early and later

poetry, the broad definition of syntax, i.e., systematic

arrangement or structure, is used. The first feature of the
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syntax to be considered is patterning. The kind and frequency

of sentences within the two periods are examined. Then, the

kinds of clauses that occur in the two periods are noted,

along with an inspection of the underlying structure of

Thomas's sentences. Such a survey aids in differentiating

further between the two poetic periods, accounts for the in-

creased clarity of the later poems, and disposes of certain

misconceptions about Thomas's syntax.

Syntactic repetition of various kinds is a prominent

feature of the early poetry, and main clauses generally follow

the ordinary S-V-O or S-LV (Subject-Linking Verb) pattern.

Interruptors, in the form of other modifying structures,

rarely extend for more than two lines. The early poetry con-

sists almost entirely of declarative sentences, and as has

been noted, the majority of lines are end-stopped. A pecu-

liarity of the early poetry is the occurrence of many restrictive

relative clauses, a syntactic feature that indicates sentence

stacking (i.e., sentences occurring within sentences). Cer-

tain of the above comments hold true for the syntax of the

later poetry, but significant differences do exist. Repeti-

tion continues to be a feature of the work, but its use is

more subtle than in the early poems. The S-LV pattern almost

disappears in the later poems, and instead of relying upon the

declarative sentence, Thomas questions, commands, and exclaims

in the later works. The restrictive relative clauses of the
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early poems give way to the appositive relative clauses of

the later work.

An early syntactic trait that occurs more subtly in the

later poetry is the repetition of lines or half lines in

consecutive stanzas, a technique known as conduplicatio and

practiced by poets for centuries. Quite often, the first

line of an early poem will appear, in whole or in part, as

the first line of following stanzas. In "A process in the

weather of the heart," the first line, which is also the title,

becomes "A process in the eye" as the first line of stanza

two and "A darkness in the weather of the eye" at line one of

stanza three. As the first line of stanza four, the word

weather is recovered from stanzas one and three and, along

with the prepositional phrase, becomes "A weather in the flesh

and bone." The first line of the last stanza continues the

pattern with "A process in the weather of the world. The

repetitions emphasize the poet's idea that the forces which

operate on the world also operate on man.

Demonstrating an even greater degree of syntactic pattern-

ing than the earlier poem is "The force that through the green

fuse." Here, each of the first three long stanzas is composed

of one compound sentence. The first independent clause, con-

taining two relative clauses in each case, forms the first

three lines of the stanzas:
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Stanza 1:

Stanza 2:

Stanza 3.

The force that through the green fuse drives
the flower

Drives my green age; that blasts the roots of
trees

Is my destroyer.

The force that drives the water through the
rocks

Drives my red blood; that dries the mouthing
streams

Turns mine to wax.

The hand that whirls the water in the pool
Stirs the quicksand; that ropes the blowing

wind
Hauls my shroud sail.

(10:1-3, 6-8, 11-13)

The last two lines of all four stanzas, as well as the coda,

are composed of an independent clause which, in each case,

repeats exactly the conjunction, subject pronoun, linking

verb, and predicate nominative:

Stanza 1:

Stanza 2:

Stanza 3:

And I am dumb to tell the crooked rose
My youth is bent by the same wintry fever.

And I am dumb to mouth unto my veins
How at the mountain spring the same mouth sucks.

And I am dumb to tell the hanging man
How of my clay is made the hangman's lime.

(10:4-5, 9-10, 14-15)

In choosing to parallel so closely the words and syntactic

structures, Thomas reinforces his theme that man and the ele-

ments of nature are subject to the same creative and destruc-

tive forces. When the forces that create and destroy nature

are shown to be the same ones that create and destroy man and
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when, furthermore, the actions of these forces are presented

in identical grammatical form, the poet achieves a blending

of form and content. This union of form and content is not

the rule in the early poetry, however.

Other poems from the early period demonstrate varying

degrees of syntactic patterning. One technique of repetition--

that of repeating a given phrase after several intervening

stanzas--is illustrated in "Before I knocked." In stanza one,

the phrase, "I who was shapeless as the water" (8:3), is

picked up in stanza two as "I who was deaf to spring and

summer" (8:7), and then is dropped until the penultimate line

of stanza six where "I who was rich was made the richer" (9:35)

appears. Then, in the last stanza, the pronoun changes in two

cases. The first line of the short last stanza is "You who

bow down at cross and altar" (9:43), and the last repetition

occurs with a subjective pronoun in "pity him who took my

flesh and bone for armour" (9:44-45). This poem is one that

creates difficulties for the explicator, and one reason may

be that the force of the repetitions (which usually aid

clarity), by occurring in widely separated stanzas, is diluted.

Also, repetitions occur with relatively unimportant phrases,

and, therefore, the points of emphasis are misplaced.

Illustrating an erratic and rather meaningless patterning

of adverbial clauses is another early poem, "Light breaks

where no sun shines." The adverbial clauses consist of the
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adverb or function word where, netative no, and variable

nouns and verbs. Three repetitions of the structure occur

in stanza one: "where no sun shines," "where no sea runs,"

and "where no flesh decks the bones" (29:1, 2, 6). Two of

the constructions appear in stanza two, "where no seed stirs"

and "where no wax is" (29:9, 12). The last repetition occurs

in stanza four, "where no cold is" (29:22). It appears that

a poem which defines its setting six times within five stanzas

would provide for unanimity of opinion, at least as far as

setting is concerned; however, such is not the case. Emery

cites six interpretations of the poem from five different

critics, one of whom offers two readings.10 This instance

gives further evidence that repetition does not always produce

clarity in the early poems. As we shall see later, repeti-

tions in the later work are more often of a kind that either

help orient the reader or, as in "The force that through the

green fuse," reinforce meaning.

The regularity of syntax in the early poetry, as well as

Thomas's technique of separating subject from verb with modi-

fying words, is shown in the first stanza of "Before Iknocked":

Before I knocked and flesh let enter
With liquid hands tapped on the womb,
I who was shapeless as the water
That shaped the Jordan near my home
Was brother to Mnetha's daughter
And sister to the fathering worm.

(8:1-6)
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In this example, Thomas delays the main clause by preceding

it with modifying phrases or clauses, as in lines one and two

above. The adverbial clause "Before I knocked and flesh let

enter" is followed by another adverbial clause with Before I

in zero form:

[Before I] With liquid hands tapped on the womb.

This characteristic of delaying the main clause occurs in the

early poetry but increases in frequency in the later poetry.

In the above stanza, subject is separated from verb in the

subordinating clauses; the prepositional phrase "with liquid

hands" intrudes between the zero I and tapped. A relative

clause within a relative clause separates the subject of the

independent clause, I, from its predicate was. When all

modifying elements are removed, the main clause is seen to

follow the simple S-LV syntactic pattern:

Subject Verb Complement

I was brother and sister

The apparent difficulty with syntax in the first stanza

of "When once the twilight locks no longer" is resolved when

locks is recognized as noun instead of verb:

When once the twilight locks no longer
Locked in the long worm of my finger
Nor damned the sea that sped about my fist,
The mouth of time sucked, like a sponge,
The milky acid on each hinge,
And swallowed dry the waters of the breast.

(4:1-6)
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A long adverbial clause with compound verbs locked and damned

constitutes the first three lines of the poem and is followed

by the main clause. The main clause also has a compound verb,

as well as compound object, but the pattern is the same,

simple S-V-O construction that characterizes almost all of

Dylan Thomas's sentences, early and late:

Subject Verb Object

mouth sucked acid
swallowed waters

"A process in the weather of the heart" and "The force

that through the green fuse" pose few difficulties syntac-

tically. In both poems, the sentences are generally short,

without elaboration. For example, in the first stanza of

"A process," verb follows subject in every sentence with only

prepositional phrase intervention:

Subject Verb

Process (in the weather) (of the heart) turns

shot storms

weather (in the quarter) (of the veins) turns

blood (in their suns) lights up

The most elaborate sentence in the poem, "The seed that makes

a forest of the loin / Forks half its fruit," follows the basic

pattern of S-V-O with a restrictive relative clause between

subject seed and verb forks. In "The force that through the
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green fuse," the tight structure of the syntax built on repe-

titions of restrictive relative clauses obligates a series of

zero incidences, such as occurred in "Before I knocked." In

each of the first three stanzas, the second relative clause

has as its subject, the force:

The force that through the green fuse drives the flower
Drives my green age; [the force] that blasts the roots

of trees
Is my destroyer.

(10:1-3)

Thus far, this discussion of relative clauses has pro-

ceded as if all relative clauses were syntactically equivalent.

Insofar as they act as interruptors between elements of the

main clause, they may be so considered. However, there is

significant change in Thomas's use of relative clauses between

the early and later poetry. In the early poetry, Thomas uses

many restrictive relative clauses, a trait that causes many

of the sentences from this period to be stacked, as in the

following example:

I who was shapeless as the water
That shaped the Jordan near my home
Was brother to Mneth's daughter
And sister to the fathering worm.

(8:3-6)

Stacking sentences causes increased ambiguity and obscurity,

as noted by Jacobs and Rosenbaum: "If sentences contain noun

phrases and if noun phrases may contain sentences, then sen-

tences may be constructed which are indefinitely 'deep.'"
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They also state that stacked sentences are not "ungrammatical"

but "it is too easy to lose one's way in such a sentence."

An example from "The force that through the green fuse" illus-

trates stacking on the underlying noun-phrase of the sentence

"The force that through the green fuse drives the flower

drives my green age." 12

(1)

S

S Drives

D t N My green age
the force

\IP VB NP
drives De

Det N the flower
the forc

Det N
Rel.Pron. I

that the force

works ? through the green fuse
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In the deepest structure (1) has the following lexical repre-

sentation: The force that is the force that works through the

fuse which is green is the force which drives the flower is

the force which drives my green age.

Of course, the complexity of (1) is not the rule with

Thomas's early work, but neither is it the exception. Such

structures occur frequently in the early poems, as do the

appositive relative clauses. The difference in hierarchical

structure between the restrictive and nonrestrictive relative

clause is best illustrated by a comparison of the tree diagrams

of their deep structures. The diagram for sentence (1) on the

preceding page compares with the deep structure configuration

for this sentence: "You who bow down at cross and altar / Re-

member me and pity him":

(2)

S

N B

you Remember . . . him

You bow down at cross and altar

Unlike (1), where the relative clauses are nested in succes-

sively hierarchical levels, (6) contains a relative clause

conjoined to the sentence node at the same level with the NP

which it modifies.
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There is no limit on the number of embedded sentences

possible in a grammatical sentence in English, as the child's

nursery rhyme with its ". . . this is the dog that chased the

cat that killed the rat that ate the cheese . . ." illustrates.

But the possibility of innumerable sentences recurring inside

other sentences is, in fact, limited by memory and concentra-

tion so that the more stacking occurs, the more difficult the

sentence is to decipher. Undoubtedly, this characteristic

use of the restrictive clause in Thomas's early poems causes

some of the difficulty in interpreting them.

Quite frequently, Thomas separates the complementizer

that from its verbal element by a modifying phrase.13 In the

following lines, the underlined restrictive relative clause

is separated from its verb by a simile:

The boy she dropped from darkness at her side
Into the sided lap of light grew strong,
Was muscled, matted, wise to the crying thigh
And to the voice that, like a voice of hunger,
Itched in the noise of wind and sun.

(25:26-30)

In "When once the twilight locks no longer," Thomas separates

the elements of a restrictive relative clause that follows an

appositive:

I sent my creature scouting on the globe,
That globe itself of hair and bone
That, sewn to me by nerve and brain,
Had stringed my flask of matter to his rib.

(4:9-12)
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The appositive, "That globe itself of hair and bone," does

not refer to the word globe that immediately precedes it;

rather creature is considered microcosm and is the referent.

Examining the sentences of Dylan Thomas's early poetry,

one finds a majority of transitive sentences but a surpris-

ingly large number of intransitive ones, especially copulative.

Of approximately one hundred seven sentences in the seven

early poems (counting compound sentences as two separate

sentences), twenty-eight are intransitive. Affirming the

superiority of the transitive sentence in literary works,

Davie says, "a good poet will avoid, wherever possible, the

copula" (linking verb). 1 4

In one early poem, "From love's first fever," the use of

a more-than-usual number of copulas has significance. Linking

verbs dominate the first two stanzas, following the pattern

of the lines below from stanza two, which have been preceded

only by a series of prepositional phrases:

The sun was red, the moon was grey,
The earth and sky were as two mountains meeting.

(24:14-15)

Concerned with the life of a child before birth and soon after-

wards, the first two stanzas, with their several Linking verbs,

emphasize the idea of the passivity of a baby and of how

actions are performed to him and for him rather than by him.

Other instances of linking verbs in the early poetry appear
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for no reason that can be linked to meaning. Significantly,

this use of the "weaker" verb form almost disappears in the

later poems.

Another characteristic of Dylan Thomas's sentences in

the early poems, and to a lesser extent in the later ones, is

a reliance upon the coordinate conjunction and or a comma to

link sentences. Only rarely does another connective appear.

According to Davie, in syntax of this kind, there is "no

articulation of meaning to compel each clause to grow out of

the one before it." 15 To him, such sentences "just grow,"

without intent. A good example of this kind of syntax and,

hence, thought appears in "My hero bares his nerves," where

the comma after shoulder acts as connective between the verbs

bares and unpacks, and the conjunction and links sentence

elements twice in the second stanza:

My hero bares his nerves along my wrist
That rules from wrist to shoulder,
Unpacks the head that, like a sleepy ghost,
Leans on my mortal ruler,
The proud spine spurning turn and twist.

And these poor nerves so wired to the skull
Ache on the lovelorn paper
I hug to love with my unruly scrawl
That utters all love hunger
And tells the page the empty till.

(11:1-10)

Quite often in the early poetry and almost never in the later,

a semi colon functions in the place of and or, as in the

stanza below, both occur at the same juncture:
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A process in the eye forwarns
The bones of blindness; and the womb
Drives in a death as life leaks out.

(6:7-9)

Because of the poet's tendency in his early work to end-stop

a majority of lines, he uses the semicolon frequently, often

within lines, so that the number of full stops is increased.

Many stanzas of these early poems are composed of a series of

one or two-line sentences punctuated with a semicolon or

period. The result, as in the first stanza of "My hero bares

his nerves," is an emphatic, rather jerky movement.

Unlike the early poetry, the later gives little diffi-

culty at first reading. In fact, the reader becomes so caught

up by the cataloguing of natural scenes that he skims over

the poems, not wondering until later whether the poem's gram-

matical elements of subjects, verbs, phrases, and clauses

have meshed. In almost all cases, Thomas's syntax is clear,

and his habit in the later work of clearly marking speaker

and situation serves reader and poetry well. In the later

work, Thomas continues to use various kinds of syntactic

patterning but in a more subtle way than the early work shows.

As noted earlier, sentences are longer and run-over; often,

even stanzas run-over. A major difference between early and

later poetry in the area of syntax is that the simpler apposi-

tive relative clause predominates in the later poetry rather

than the complex restrictive relative clause encountered so
frequently in the early poems. Also, various kinds of
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sentences appear in the later poems, not only the simple

declarative of the early work.

Only one of the later pieces, apart from the villanelle,

makes the repetition of parts of entire lines a dominant

feature of the structure. In "Lament," Thomas repeats syntac-

tical structure as well as particular words in the first three

lines of all five stanzas, a technique often utilized in the

early poetry. In this poem, however, a good reason for such

patterning exists, not always the case in the early work.

"Lament" is very like a barroom ballad, and the repetition at

the beginning of stanzas is in keeping with the form. Each

of the first four stanzas begins with a two-line adverbial

clause referring to a specific time in the old man's past life

and to his reputation at that time, followed by a verb of

saying, the identification of the speaker, and a participial

phrase beginning with dying enclosed by parentheses. The

lines from stanza three illustrate:

When I was a man you could call a man
And the black cross of the holy house,
(Sighed the old ram rod, dying of welcome)

(195:25-27)

The first three lines of the last stanza continue this pattern,

but with a variation. Here, the time has shifted to the

present, indicated by the word now, and the second of the

three lines is not coordinated with the idea of time as in
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the previous stanzas; instead, the line appears to be a

result statement with the idea of "which is" rather than "and":

Now I am a man no more no more
And a black reward for a roaring life,
(Sighed the old ram rod, dying of strangers)

(195:49-51)

Such a quantity of repetition is not representative of Thomas's

usual practice in the later poetry. More often, he takes a

phrase or a word and repeats it at intervals throughout a poem

or a part of a poem. By such means, he secures the emotional

reaction elicited by repetition but in a more subtle way than
in the early poems and "Lament." For example, in "Poem on

his Birthday," the word herons is repeated in the last line
of the first three stanzas as the subject of a simple sentence

and appears again in the seventh stanza; in each case, the

heron is linked with religion or the writing of poetry and

becomes an integral part of this poem about Thomas and his

work. A phrase that Thomas repeats, with variations, in the

poem "In Country Sleep" is the expression of address to the

child, "My dear, my dear." The phrase becomes, successively,

"my girl," "my own, lost love," "my love asleep," "my love,"

and, finally, "my girl," ending the series as it began.

Employed in this way, repetitive patterning acts more com-

pletely than it did in the early poetry. Not only does it

elicit an emotional response, it also serves to keep the

reader oriented.
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The same kind of subtle patterning occurs in "Over Sir

John's Hill," where the placement of one monosyllable as the

sixth line of each stanza is "functional," according to

Bremer:

The isolation of the words "Wars," "There,"
"Young," "Guilt," and "Shout" in the sixth
line, the middle of each stanza, is a remark-
able achievement of functional patterning.
These five words are operative. Though the
"Wars" are only "child's play," they end in
death. "There" locates the poet--and the
reader--near the place of action, so that he
can point at the tragedy taking place. "Young"
pinpoints the tragic aspect for us and explains,
through its connection with "innocent" and
"led-astray" why the birds will be blest.
"Guilt," the operative word in the fourth
stanza, in this context reminds us of the
hanging of criminals, the metaphor started
with "hoisted," "drop," and "gallows" in the
first stanza and at the same time refers to
the guilt of sinners, of all humanity. Finally,
"Shout" forms a strong contrast with the actual
quietness and solemnity of the fifth stanza
the silence of dusk and death, and so rein-
forces this silence while referring back to
the noise of the first stanza. 1 6

In the later poetry, Thomas continues a practice noted

in the early--that of deferring the main clause by introducing

modifying elements before it. His practice reaches almost

exaggerated proportions in the later poetry because of the

number of modifying phrases, for the most part prepositional,

that precede the main clause. This trait occurs in all the

later poems except the two that are patterned after particular

verse forms, "Do not go gentle" and "Lament." In "Poem on

his Birthday," this syntactic pattern is marked, especially
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in the first stanza, which appears below with the main clause

underlined:

In the mustardseed sun
By full tilt river and switchback sea
Where the cormorants scud,
In his house on stilts high among beaks
And palavers of birds
This sandgrain day in the bent bay's grave
He celebrates and spurns
His driftwood thirty-fifth wind turned age;
Herons spire and spear.

(190:1-9)

In addition to the deferred main clause in the lines above,

the direct object is separated from its verb by a long series

of adjectives. This use of the periodic sentence in the

later poetry, more pronounced than in the early, allows Thomas

to increase greatly the number of descriptive elements in his

poems, to provide more time for the reader to assimilate

meaning, and, at the same time, to hold the interest of the

reader who wants to complete the idea of the sentence.

Another late poem showing an identical syntactic pattern in

its opening stanza, though sustained longer, is "Author's

Prologue," where the main clause is deferred for twenty-two

lines by eleven prepositional phrases and numerous other

modifying structures. Other late poems also make good use

of the periodic sentence within stanzas. In "Over Sir John's

Hill," Thomas delays the second independent clause, which

introduces the narrator for the first time, until near the

end of the stanza:
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There
Where the elegiac fisher bird stabs and paddles
In the pebbly dab-filled
Shallow and sedge, and 'dilly dilly,' calls the

loft hawk,
'Come and be killed,'
I open the leaves of the water at a passage
Of psalms and shadows among the pincered sandcrabs

prancing.

(187-88:18-24)

In the later poetry, the restrictive relative clauses

are much less frequent than in the early poems, but the

appositive relative clauses increase by a significant number.

Almost all of the appositive relative clauses begin with the

relative pronoun who and follow the pattern of the following

sentence from "Author's Prologue": "Beasts who sleep good and

thin / Hist, in hogsback woods" (xvii-xviii:77-78). In one

poem, however, Thomas uses a series of relative clauses

referring back to the same source, women, to organize three

sections of description about the women's former lives. In

each case, the relative clause serves to keep the reader

oriented about the direction the poem is taking; like a hobble,

it pulls poet and reader back to a narrower range, as the

following underlined clauses demonstrate:

Who once in goosekin winter loved all ice leaved
In the courters' lanes, or twined in the ox roasting sun
In the wains tonned so high that the wisps of the hay
Clung to the pitching clouds, or gay with any one
Young as they in the after milking moonlight lay

Under the lighted shapes of faith and their moonshade
Petticoats galed high, or shy with the rough riding boys,
Now clasp me to their grains in the gigantic glade,

Who once, green countries since, were a hedgerow of joys.

(197:12-20)
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Thomas uses the repeated clause to begin his description of

the former lives of the women. After a series of scenes

depicting their lovemaking in various country places, Thomas

returns to the present. Then, because he wishes to describe

their lives more fully, he must return to the past; repeating

part of a previous line allows him to do so gracefully.

This same poem illustrates one of Thomas's syntactic

practices that never occurs in the early poetry, only in the

later. Here, as elsewhere on the later poetry, Thomas con-

structs entire stanzas of a series of exclamatory fragments,

such as these:

The leaping saga of prayer! And high, there,
on the hare-

Heeled winds the rooks
Cawing from their black bethels soaring, the holy books
Of birds! Among the cocks like fire the red fox

Burning! Night and the vein of birds in the winged,
sloe wrist

Of the wood! Pastoral beat of blood through the
laced leaves!

(184:57-62)

These fragments are a catalog of events that announce the

coming of a thief, a symbol for time, age, or death. They are

intended to produce intense feeling on the part of the reader

or, perhaps, arise from intense feelings on the part of the

poet. Here, though, because Thomas has not convinced the

reader that the thief is terrible, the result is not a feeling

of awe or fear but merely disbelief. In this one instance,

Thomas's syntactical practice detracts from the poetry;
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however, it is only this one poem of the later ones that

suffers from what is, perhaps, a subconsciously-directed

technique. It seems clear that the abundance of exclamations

is drawn forth by Thomas 's own fear of the thief. Indeed, one

critic calls the exclamation "a primitive instrument," saying

it "appeals to the reader by laying stress on the speaker's

own excitement." 1 7 A more effective and typical use of the

exclamatory fragment occurs in "Author's Prologue," where

exclamations appear after phrases in which shouting or whis-

pering is involved, such as the ones below:

Hark: I trumpet the place
From fish to jumping hill!

(xvi :42-43)

Ho, hullaballoing clan
Agape, with woe
In your beaks, on the gabbing capes!

(xvii:64-66)

We will ride out alone, and then
Under the stars of Wales
Cry, multitudes of arks!

(xviii : 91- 93)

There are some instances of syntactical difficulty in

the later poetry of a kind not encountered in the early. The

early work is, except for the restrictive relative clauses

that complicate deeper structures, relatively straightforward

as far as the joining of subjects, verbs, and modifiers is

concerned. But at least two of the later poems, "In Country
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Sleep" and "In the White Giant's Thigh" have lines that are

almost indecipherable because of their syntax. The problem

with "In Country Sleep" concerns stanza seven of section two:

Oh he

Comes designed to my love to steal not her tide raking
Wound, nor her riding high, nor her eyes, nor kindled

hair,
But her faith that each vast night and the saga of

prayer
He comes to take

Her faith that this last night for his unsacred sake
He comes to leave her in the lawless sun awaking

Naked and forsaken to grieve he will not come.

(185-86:99-107)

Moynihan calls the syntax of this passage "ambiguous," and

further remarks that "we have grammatical units starting and

ending here without any certain idea of just where they go or

what they mean. The passage apparently means that the Thief

comes to take the child's faith so that on the last night he

can come 'to leave her in the lawless sun' where she will

grieve 'he will not come.'"18  Another syntactical unravelling

has been attempted by Rushworth M. Kidder, who interprets the

same passage this way:

(A) She believes that tonight at last he comes
to awaken her to the realization of grief.

(B) However, she has faith that each night he
comes to destroy this belief. (Negation of
A: therefore she will not be awakened to
grief.)
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(C) But actually he comes to steal the faith
expressed in lines 3 and 4. (Negation of
B and consequent affirmation of A.)

Fortunately, the bewilderment that results from such entangle-

ments is rare in Thomas's work. One other example from "In

the White Giant's Thigh" poses a minor syntactic problem,

caused, in part, by a zero complementizer at the head of the

second line below:

And tomorrow weeps in a blind cage
Terror will rage apart

Before chains break to a hammer flame
And love unbolts the dark

And freely he goes lost
In the unknown, famous light of great

And fabulous, dear God.
(191:48-48)

In addition to zero that before terror, meaning seems to re-

quire the future tense for goes in spite of Thomas's apparent

desire to maintain immediacy by means of the present tense.

Dylan Thomas's later sentences continue the S-V-O pattern,

but the S-LV sentences of the early work all but disappear.

The copula occurs once in each stanza of "Lament," always in

the first line refrain. In "Author's Prologue" and "Poem on

his Birthday," linking verbs appear in statements about reli-

gion or poetry, as in the following example:

Dark is a way and light is a place,
Heaven that never was

Nor will be ever is always true.

(191:49-51)
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It appears that in the above example, the very indefiniteness

of the copula serves Thomas in defining feelings and places

that defy description.

Thomas relies, to an overwhelming degree, on transitive

verbs in the later poems. This reliance is consistent with
his belief that man and the elements of nature actively par-
ticipate in an unending cycle. While undoubtedly holding the
same opinion during his earlier years, Thomas was not then
capable of expressing it fully by making all the elements of
his craft serve him. In the later poetry, his active verbs

drive meaning home; even long dead women "flame like Fawkes

fires still."

In contrast to the sentences of the early poems which

are, in every case, simple statements, the later poems are
composed of all kinds of sentences--statements, commands,

exclamations, and questions. Because of the frequency of

run-on lines in the later work, many lines are punctuated

internally. End punctuation sometimes occurs in surprising

places, as in the example below, where it falls after the

first word of a line:

And alone in the night's eternal, curving actThey yearn with tongues of curlews for the unconceivedAnd immemorial sons of the cudgelling, hacked

Hill. Who once in goosekin winter loved all ice
leaved . .

(xv- xvi: 23- 28)
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Another oddity of punctuation that occurs in three of the

later poems and not at all in the early ones is the separa-

tion of certain lines by means of parentheses from their

context. In "Lament," this separation occurs in the line

naming the speaker, but in the other two poems, "Author's

Prologue" and "In the White Giant's Thigh," the parenthetical

expressions mark under-the-breath asides to himself or, as

in the following example, to the reader:

At poor peace I sing
To you strangers (though song
Is a burning and crested act,
The fire of birds in
The world's turning wood,
For my sawn, splay sounds)

(xv- xvi : 23- 28)

Dylan Thomas's syntactical difficulties have been exag-

gerated. In his early poetry, as we have seen, sentences

tend to be short, emphatic simple statements that follow an

S-V-O or S-LV pattern in the main clause. The later poems,

in contrast, demonstrate varied sentence forms--questions,

exclamations, and commands--as well as the more common state-

ment. Moreover, the weaker linking verb almost disappears in

the later poetry, replaced by active verbs. The substitution

of the nonrestrictive relative clause in the later poetry for

the restrictive relative clause that obscures meaning in much

of the early work is the major reason, perhaps, for the greater

clarity of the later poems, a quality that enhances their

value. Patterns of syntactic repetition are a prominent
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feature of the early poetry, frequently involving the repeti-

tion of entire lines or phrases. Repetition in the later work

is not so overt and often acts to orient the reader as to

time or place, thus acting, also, as a means of increasing

clarity. Thomas's characteristic of deferring the main clause

by introductory elements, noted in the early poems, becomes a

hallmark of the later poetry and serves the double purpose of

heightening interest and allowing time for the assimilation

of descriptive catalogues. Exclamatory fragments, augmenting

emotional tone, are found only in the later poems of more

exalted tone.

A consideration of syntax, then, does play an important

role in the description of literary styles. It also aids in

forming judgments about poetry. It is clear that Thomas's

practices of relying upon restrictive relative clauses in

the early poems and of running major ideas together without

indicating causality, or time, or place hinder the reader.

The later poems, with their descriptive passages, clearly

designated time and place, and their heightened emotional

tone, achieve a clarity that delights the reader.
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CHAPTER IV

THE "SAWN, SPLAY SOUNDS"

From a very early age Dylan Thomas was charmed by words,

but it was not their meanings that attracted him as much as

their sounds. In reply to a question about why he began

writing poetry, Thomas presented a remarkable testimony to

his early involvement with sounds: "I did not care what the

words said, overmuch, nor what happened to Jack or Jill E

the Mother Goose rest of them; I cared for the shapes of

sound that their names . . . made in my ears. . . . And these

words were, to me, as the notes of bells, the sounds of musi-

cal instruments, the noises of wind, sea, and rain, the

rattle of milkcarts, the clopping of hooves on cobbles.. . .".

His correspondence with Pamela Hansford Johnson indicates his

continued interest in sounds, as this excerpt from a letter

written in 1933 reveals: "The greatest single word I know is

'drome' which for some reason nearly opens the doors of heaven

for me. Say it yourself, out loud, and see if you hear the

golden gates swing backward as the last, long sound of the

'm' fades away. 'Drome', 'bone', 'dome', 'doom', 'province'

'dwell', 'prove', 'dolomite'--these are only a few of my

favourite words, which are insufferably beautiful to me. . .

God moves in a long 'o' .,,2

79
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All his life Dylan Thomas lived and worked with the

sounds of words. Little wonder, then, that his poetry con-

tains symphonies of sounds. Indeed, he was more than once

accused of slighting sense in his preoccupation with sound.

Critic and fellow poet Robert Graves denounces this charac-

teristic in Thomas: "Dylan Thomas was drunk with melody, and

what the words were he cared not."3 A more recent critic,

however, takes another view, asserting that Thomas cared about

meaning: "His concern was more pregnant suggestiveness,

associations, ingenious correspondences; in short, with the

ideas of which words and images are complex vehicles."4

Thomas never stopped experimenting with auditory tech-

niques, and his later works are triumphs of musicality, but

even his early poetry demonstrates a close attention to the

sounds of vowels and consonants. In general, the early

poetry utilizes consonants more than vowels for different

kinds of rimes, but the most striking difference between early

and late poetry is the greater number of rimes in the latter.

Another difference, noted by Moynihan, is the increase in

"phonemic suggestiveness" of the later poetry:

Phonemic suggestiveness is one of the most ancientdevices of the poet, but a device upon which recentpsycholinguistic research has cast some new light,giving a partial empirical basis to what poets havealways felt instinctively--that certain vowels andconsonants within a context may have a meaningful
symbolic value e.r
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Moynihan explains that Thomas worked with the sounds of his

poems to create an "esthetic of sound" and to "fashion an

'auditory correlative' to the literal sense of each poem."6

To some extent, Thomas used "phonemic suggestiveness" in the

early poetry but not in the sustained manner of the late.

An examination of the early and late poetry, following the

order established in the first chapter- -the order in which

the poems were written--shows an increasing intricacy of

sound patterns.

"Before I knocked," the first of the seven early poems,

makes use of an alternating sound pattern at line endings in
its eight stanzas. Lines one, three, and five of each six-
line stanza end with the semi-vowel In, as do lines one and

three of the final quatrain. Lines two, four, and six, as

well as lines two and four of the final quatrain, use various
sounds in terminal position, /m/, /s/, and /z/ being most

prevalent. Internal rime is consonantal, as illustrated by

the repetition of the cluster /sh/ and /t/ in the first stanza.

L5for aZrna kt cand f% ¬i + kt/ire ir K kAId Kaenz #agpt anr ;J om
-hI.Lwa2.eP S aYc u a ar

epf Da d3dan fr~ m.re horn
Waz. br ar tu.. rTn+ t<Y-z ar

+'1nd STste r fu..- a' WaY tar n'1.

(8:1-6)

From the phonemic transcription, we see that, in this stanza,
plosives--/p/, /t/, /k/, /b/, and /d/--are more common than
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liquids--/l/ and /r/--or nasals. In addition to the repeti-

tions of sounds at spaced intervals, more often consonants

than vowels, there is some alliteration in the poem--"sister

suitor, "knew night," and "drift or drown" are examples.

Another technique of rhyming found here that Thomas regularly

utilizes in his early poetry and only infrequently in the

later is the repetition of the same word or its cognate in a

phrase immediately following its first use. In the stanza

above, shapeless and shaped provide an example of the device.

The technique becomes obtrusive when the same word, without

variation, is repeated several times, as in the following:

I, born of flesh and ghost, was neither
A ghost nor man, but mortal ghost.

(9:37-38)

Voiced consonants, especially /d/, /m/, and /n/, occur often

throughout the poem, as do voiceless /t/, /s/, and /p/. Two

onomatopoeic words are used, thud to denote heartbeat and

snipped to enforce the idea of a scissor's actions. Sounds,

here, are generally harsh and grating, and only the weak

attempt to correlate passages that deal with wind and water

with continuants /s/ and /1/ demonstrate any concern to link

sound and meaning.

Next in order of composition, "My hero bares his nerves"

achieves its rimes by means of terminal consonants and conso-

nant clusters arranged in the following pattern:
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Stanza l 2 3 4

Line 1 /st/ /1/ /t/ /vz/

2 /r/ /r/ /s/ /r/
3 /st/ /1/ /t/ /vz/

4 /r/ /r/ /s/ /r/
5 /st /1/ /t/ /vz/

The rime scheme of ababa shows only one true rime in lines

one and five of the first stanza, consisting of wrist and

twist. In the third stanza an example of consonance occurs

that Russell Astley, in his comprehensive article about

Thomas 's end rimes, has called "partial consonance. "7 Lines

one and five of the stanza rime heart and heat, an example

of consonance in which the insertion of /r/ occurs between

the alliterated /h/ sounds and the terminal /t/. In stanza

four, Thomas uses true consonance (i.e., final consonants in

the stressed syllables have the same sound but preceding

vowels have different sounds):

Kb koidz )a vaa & Fram rs ba av nrvz
pre-zI j Y ftnr+a i

k, pulz rT &$eSn, d YShS+Y hmuhvz.

Thomas gains an added sound effect from the words nerves,

knaves, and thieves in the last stanza. Nerves and knaves

are what Katharine T. Loesch has christened "frame rime,"

defined as words which "share the same initial and the same
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final consonant or consonant cluster." 8 She further notes

that the power of frame rime "to the ear ranks with full

rime."9

As in the earlier poem, Thomas repeats words in succeeding

lines with mixed results. For example, in "My hero bares his

nerves along my wrist / That rules from wrist to shoulder"

(11:1-2), the repetition of wrist achieves only a kind of

anatomical clarity. The graphic anatomy is particularly re-

pugnant here because most explicators read the poem as an

equation of writing poetry and engaging in masturbation. On

the other hand, when Thomas plays on the word promise in lines

four and five of stanza four, using the word first as a noun

and then as verb, he enriches the poem phonetically and

thematically. Since the "hero" of the poem is the creative

spirit of the poet who is urging the poet to work, 10 the lines

"stripping my loin of promise / He promises a secret heat"

(11:14-15) reinforce the contrast between idle, sensuous day-

dreams and the pleasurable fulfillment of creative activity.

In addition to the various consonantal rimes in the poem,

Thomas employs alliteration, notably in the first stanza:

"The proud spine spurning turn and twist" (11:5); however, in

spite of the various rimes and sound patterns, sound works

only haphazardly in supporting or advancing meanings.

Third in the series of early poems, "The force that

through the green fuse" also relies upon terminal consonance
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for its major sound effects. The pattern maintained over

three of the four stanzas is ababa. In the third stanza,

which shows more internal rime than the others, the pattern

appears to collapse after the third line:

-a hacr~cJ Zt f k arHz as LAJ&aK eTh a ptLJ
Storz < a LKw K s ae&\d ;: -fops "6 Uorrj lw rd
hblzrmarS- avd Se .

atrah em da m t + fE! 2 a herIrnaenr
hai x..v r7at Kie IZ n1eI ra N rma L t rrn.

(10:11-15

The word man in line four above lacks the final /d/ to match

wind, its counterpart in line two, and the /m/ of lime in the

final line rhymes with dumb, the word before the caesura in

the preceding line, rather than with man, the terminal word.

Russell Astley considers the first of these deviations from

true consonance another kind of "partial consonance" that he

defines as "the rhyming of consonant clusters, one or more of

which is deficient in one or, rarely, two members" (1598).

The dominant sound in the poem is the voiced consonant /z/,

occurring terminally in six of the twenty-four lines, initially

in six, and within the line in thirteen instances. Lending

an insistence to the /z/ phoneme are the twenty-two repeti-

tions of its voiceless counterpart, /s/. In almost every

case, when the /s/ and /z/ are not initial or terminal, they

occur in monosyllables that receive strong stress, usually

in verbs or nouns. Also, they are most prevalent in lines
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having to do with movement, such as the burning of a fuse,

the flow of water through rocks, the blowing of wind, and the

swirling waters of a whirlpool. Relying on consonantal iter-

ation for sound effects, a general feature of all the early

poetry, Thomas repeats sounds initially, terminally, and

within lines to achieve a forceful impression. Furthermore,

by limiting his main sounds to a pair of phonemes which are

alike yet different (the position of the mouth, teeth, and

tongue are the same for pronouncing the two sounds, but /z/

is voiced, and /s/ is voiceless), Thomas emphasizes a theme

of the poem, the interrelatedness of life and death, the two

great opposites. In this early poem, then, Thomas supports

meaning with sound in certain phrases involving the idea of

flowing and emphasizes theme with his choice of phonemes.

Here, he is more successful than in other of the early poems

in making sound functional.

Apart from syntactic patterning with repeated words,

there appears to be no formal rime scheme in "From love's

first fever," neither assonance, consonance, nor true rime.

Except for scattered cases of alliteration and assonance,

the repetition of the present participle ending provides the

chief sound pattern of the poem, as illustrated by stanza two:

From the first print of the unshodden foot, the lifting
Hand, the breaking of the hair,
From the first secret of the heart, the warning ghost,
And to the first dumb wonder at the flesh,
The sun was red, the moon was grey
The earth and sky were as two mountains meeting.

(24:10-15)
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The theme of the poem is the development of a child's under-

standing of the unity yet diversity of life. The present

participle patterning occurs in those stanzas describing

infancy, a time of life when the present is all-important to

the developing child.

The significance of the repeated /g / morpheme, as well

as the whole question of "phonemic symbolism," is treated by

William T. Moynihan in his article, "The Auditory Correlative."

Moynihan maintains--and cites numerous examples of previous

studies to support his contentions--that certain sounds with-

in a given context add symbolic value to a poem. He further

asserts that particular sounds penetrate "below the conscious

levels of thought and communicate in terms of quantitative

concepts: light-dark, small-large, near-far, and concomitantly,

joy-gloom."1 2 Moynihan believes that certain words formed

around the same root sound may suggest meaning, simply because

a great number of words with the same root sound have a par-

ticular meaning. In illustration, he lists such words as

straight, strand, straw, streak, stream, street, stretch,

stride, string, strop, and strut--all beginning with the

cluster /str/ and having the meaning of "a line" or "directed

movement." 1 3  The suggestiveness of the / / morpheme, ac-

cording to Moynihan, is its implication of a continued condition." 14

Thus, the sense of continuity expressed by the /or/ morpheme

underscores meaning in "From love's first fever," a poem

about development.
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In contrast to "From love's first fever," which shows

an almost complete absence of rime, "When once the twilight

locks no longer" is a triumph of consonantal rime. Each of

the seven stanzas follows an exact pattern of aabccb, and

though in two instances Thomas appears to depart from the

pattern, the inconsistencies are only apparent and are ex-

plained when Thomas's practices in forging consonantal rimes

are examined. Stanza three contains the first example of

consonantal rime that seems to deviate from the norm, the

linking of two resonants, /n/ in the third line with /m/ in

the last:
mar fU zEz. toanmd fu., ard NT 1z ha

61 b-la a-u pad ar'+u . lat
aend hEld a iital datea (WIa sanr
ba+ kwon3 e starz asu. mrr Sep
dru.rI rz aLz. 3d Sftrz av Slp
h dravnd khz. faaErz rr d3 , ks

(4:13-18)

The other oddity, called "zero consonance" by Astley, is de-

fined thus by him: "In a rhyme scheme based on consonance,

words that end in open vowels rhyme with each other: not

because the vowels resemble each other in any positive way

(zero consonance should not be confused with assonance, or

vowel rhyme), but because they are alike in lacking final

consonants."15 It is interesting, and perhaps significant,

that the two examples of Thomas's experimentation with con-

sonantal rime, if we accept Astley's definition, should

correspond in their positions in the two stanzas, falling on
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the two pentameter lines in each case. The stanza in question,

five, is a comparison of sleep to a ship. Both bring death

to the surface; sleep, in the form of dreams, and the ship,

by churning its "propellers" to stir up the deep. 16 But,

the two pentameter lines, three and six below, deal with

ascension:

Shp QvIce+s ya dL av taim;
a c ra I SarqaSO av a 3 I(uVr

Tjv z ap it S k d i setS a Wr KIL] Y

and SIi rolz rnywt Kabv Y ibEdz.
to h-r fr Ez. fud Iz adFEC hQCI
hupr s o e c K er laor-z Lwao ska i

(5:25-30)

By choosing high-front vowels for the endings of the two lines

which speak of dead bodies rising from the depths of the sea

and spirits ascending in the form of flowers toward the sky,

Thomas uses sound to reinforce the sense of the lines, a tech-

nique he was able to utilize in his later poetry with even

greater effectiveness.

The rime scheme of "Light breaks where no sun shines" is

regular, following the early practice in general. Deviations

from the given pattern of a stanza occur only twice. The six-

line stanzas rhyme terminally, with sibilants providing the

majority of like sounds. Stanza one is regular, rhyming

abaaba with /z/ terminal in all a lines. Stanza two is irreg-

ular because the second b rime, which should be /d3/ to match

age in line two, is /g/ in fig. The a rimes of stanza two
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are /z/. Stanza three rimes abccba with an example of "zero

consonance" in the third and fourth lines, linking sea and

sky. Stanza four and five also rime abccba, with the /z/

terminal in stanza four in four of the six lines. Stanza five

demonstrates Dylan Thomas's fondness for sound juggling in

its alteration of /s/ and /t/ and /s/ and /1/ in adjacent

words:

Light breaks on secret lots,

On tips of thought where thoughts smell in the rain;

When logics die,

The secret of the soil grows through the eye,

And blood jumps in the sun;

Above the waste allotments the dawn half .

(29:25-30)

Many critics have noted the similarity of this device--what

Moynihan calls "phonemic chiasmus "1 7 -;- to patterns in Welsh

poetry called, broadly, Cynghanedd. Cynghanedd is a "means

of giving pattern to a line by the echoing of sounds, conso-

nantal and vowel." 1 8 An examination of Thomas's poetry,

while revealing a complexity of sound patterning reminiscent

of Welsh prosody, fails to encounter specific examples demon-

strating influence. The alternation of the /s/ and /t/ in

the above lines, for example, is close but not identical to

the Welsh practice of cynghanedd groes, where a repetition of

a series of consonants occurs, as in "Troes dilyw tros y
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dalaith."19 Ackerman affirms that while Thomas knew no Welsh

himself, he was influenced by the language through "contact

with Welsh-speaking relatives and friends, and through trans-

lation of Welsh poetry and prose."20 Moynihan flatly states

that Thomas's "actual auditory structures . . . follow no

traditional Welsh patterns."21 Perhaps the greatest influence

on the Welsh-patterning in his poetry was Thomas's familiarity

with the work of Gerard Manley Hopkins, a student of the Welsh

language and of the complexities of Welsh versification.

In "Light breaks where no sun shines," the five occur-

rences of /aI/ in the first stanza are called significant by

critics who cite them as an early Thomas venture into asso-

nance. A glance backwards, however, at an earlier poem, "The

force that through the green fuse," shows the quadruple repe-

tition of /u/ in the first stanza. The point is that Thomas

did work with assonance in the early poetry, but his use of

it becomes more significant in the later poetry when he was

able to weave assonance through entire verse paragraphs. In

"Light breaks," also, Thomas overuses the technique of repeat-

ing words or their cognates. In the first stanza, he has

breaks and broken; the final line of the same stanza repeats

the word flesh; stanza three repeats seed three times; and

the last stanza plays with thought: "On tips of thought where

where thoughts smell in the rain." The repetition of words,

the insistent iambic rhythm along with the numerous end-stopped
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lines, and the terminal rimes create a driving tempo in this

early poem. With the great numbers of sibilants and allitera-

tions, sound almost dominates sense.

"A process in the weather of the heart" shares many of

the characteristics of other early poems. Terminal consonan-

tal rime in a regular pattern links the two separated tercets

with their precursors in a scheme of aabccb. Here, also, in

stanza three, Thomas uses the terminal sound of a dipthong

/aI/ to attain a particular rime:

TL KZ dLt Jt 3 Lf a fAJ 'rrnd S

be IkS on an 2r d l Ond .

(6:10-12)

Alliteration is an important feature of this poem. Because

the repeated sounds occur in words that describe motion or

words that indicate change, phrases such as "damp to dry,"

"drives in a death," "forks half its fruit," "slow in a

sleeping wind," and "as life leaks out" emphasize the idea of

process in life, a theme of the poem. Another element of

sound in the poem is the number of plosives in relation to

other voiced consonants. Here, /t/, /p/, /k/, and /d/ domi-

nate stanzas except at line endings, where continuants such as

/m/, and /n/ are more prevalent. Since the poem deals with

the dual nature of life, the paradox of the knowledge of

death bringing increased joy in life along with a concomitant
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dread, the contrasting sounds of the plosives and continu-

ants, where they occur, emphasize meaning.

Although the sound qualities and techniques of the early

poetry vary somewhat from poem to poem, certain common charac-

teristics manifest themselves. The predominant sounds of the

early work are voiced consonants, about equally divided

between plosives and continuants. Thomas relies almost en-

tirely on terminal consonantal rime in the early poetry; very

few true rimes exist. Alliteration is common. Certain phrases,

lines, and, infrequently, stanzas realize the use of sound to

reinforce meaning, but the utilization of sound to enhance

meaning throughout entire poems is reached only in the later

poetry.

By 1945, Dylan Thomas was broadcasting extensively,

reading his own and others' poetry for the BBC. In 1950,

1952, and 1953, he made the phenomenally successful reading

tours in the United States. As noted in the Marjorie Adix

reminiscence (see Chapter II, p. 31), Thomas became even more

aware, through the reading experiences, of how sounds influ-

ence an audience. He admitted that sound can be an aid to

understanding poetry.22 Thomas's later poems contain conso-

nance, assonance, and true rime interwoven into a network of

sound. Constantly experimenting with sounds, Thomas achieved

a bounteousness of rime and echoes of rime heretofore un-

surpassed in English poetry.
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Another means by which Thomas aids his audience in

understanding his later poetry is to provide titles to them.

The early poems were only numbered. Vernon Watkins credits

himself with bringing about this change in Thomas: "I used

titles; he did not; but I did eventually persuade him to use

them. At first he saw no reason why a poet should use a

title any more than a composer, and he disliked what seemed

to him an unnecessary label of simplification. Later, the

title itself was able to give him a measure of excitement

without which the measure of the poem would be incomplete." 2 3

"In Country Sleep," like all the later poetry to be

considered, has death as its subject. This meditation about

death occurs at the bedside of his sleeping daughter. The

poem, divided into two distinct parts by its formal structure,

rime scheme, and tone, is complex in the variety of sounds

employed. Composed of nine stanzas that rhyme abcbaac, the

first section makes use of masculine true rime at the majority

of line endings; however, terminal assonance occurs occasional-

ly , as the underlined words in the following chart indicate:

Stanza 1 2 3 4 5

near wise wooed spell rays
asleep siire weep near wood
hood turn fern eaves ghost
leap fire keep clear blood
dear ice soothed well praise
year sunrise brood cell graze
wood burn stern leaves most
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6 7 8 9

hood house thorn rides
rind thatch talks wind

dew four stalls islands
kind latch walks winged
good vows shorn glides
wood boughs born sides

you sure falls silence

In section one, the poet speaks directly to the child, and

the simple rimes of near-year, hood-wood, weep-keep, and

good-wood suit the sense of this part of the poem where a

father tells his daughter not to fear the familiar things of

the countryside. Two examples of intrusive post-vocalic con-

sonants occur in this section; in stanza three, there is

soothed, containing an intrusive / /, and in stanza nine,

winged, with /rj /. Another interesting use of sound here is

the pairing, in stanza two, of masculine wise and ice with

feminine sunrise. The islands-silence rime of stanza nine

is a complex one. In addition to matching the /aI/, /1/, /a/,

and /z/ sounds, there is "phonemic chiasmus" involving the

/aI/ and /s/. The complete artistry of the sound network can

best be appreciated by examining a full stanza of the poem,

rendered phonemically:

SipfZ prd\a farev&r SO aand cd( s'pEIdc rer end cu-ILZ
rna rr (E r ed ahalr In O aroz end ir
av aa habn e I tez: no cushard cJr suee' r luTarI
rntu. a homs W t!k.ir - k r haerJ Efc V fair

fi kort ar@hh d a rfd f -crurn yur r SaTd LIf or SnrdTZ
m r r Ip1n av rrrjd brz nd candarz., spa3IK

e-Qnd Lorn.

(181:8-14)
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such an examination shows almost every vowel and consonant

to have numerous rime mates. The dipthong /aI/ is an example.

In addition to the terminal rimes of wise, ice, and sunrise,

discussed earlier, /aI/ occurs terminally in lines two and

four with shire and fire, internally in lines two, three, five,

and six, with night, swine, side, and spike, respectively.

The number of times the /aI/ is paired with the /s/ phoneme

is also notable, for the usage accomplishes what has been

called by Moynihan the "gesture theory ." 2 4  The theory postu-

lates a cause and effect relationship between the sounds of

a language and the actions of the speech organs. Thus, to

pronounce wise, shire, fire, ice, and sunrise--all terminal

rimes in the second stanza- -the mouth is open, the jaw dropped,

and the tongue down. The position is relaxed as opposed to

the mechanics necessary to produce sea, wind, hilly, him,

laced, and act--all terminal rimes in the second section. In

short, the "relaxed" /aI/, coupled with the lulling /s/, suits

the meaning of section one; whereas, the tensed, closed vowels

of section two reinforce, as we shall see, the meaning of

that section.

Another pattern that adds to the richness and intricacy

of the sound network of stanza two involves the /e/ and /h/.

In lines two and three, /e/ is repeated in ranging, hobnail,

and tales. Then, the /e/ is dropped, not to be picked up

again in the stanza, but the /h/ of hobnail is repeated in the
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same and following lines with gooseherd, homestall, hamlet,

and honeyed heart. This stanza is not unique in its sound

qualities; every stanza of the poem is equally complex.

The rime scheme of section two of "In Country Sleep" is

regular--eight stanzas of six lines, the fourth, a half-line,

and all rhyming abbcca. A comparison of the second section

with the first shows more consonantal rime and an increased

number of feminine endings:

Stanza 1 2 3 4

haycocks wrist skimmed backed
fair leaves sermon moves
hare sleaves mermen hooves

rooks frost seraphim wakes
books ghost of him makes

fox surpliced wind act

5 6 7 8

blue holy raking come
hilly go hair fear
stilly snow prayer dear
sky he take born
eyes sea sake dawn
dew oh he awaking sun

The last stanza of section two is particularly interesting

because in it Thomas eliminates most of the true end rimes

and relies on the / 6 / in come and sun and on /n/ in dawn and

born to provide the terminal rimes for four of the six lines.

Too, the continuants /m/ and /n/ of come and sun tend to

emphasize the vowel, making the words seem almost like true

rime. Two examples of phonemic crossover occur in this stanza.

The a rimes of lines one and six transpose the /o/ and /h/,
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and the /b/ rimes of two and three transpose /s/ and /d/ in

side and designed. This second section of "In Country Sleep"

demonstrates a continued concentration on internal assonance,

as a phonemic transcription of stanza two illustrates:

&&rn r!n.it d T ven cv bardz In ba Ywrjcd

J 6 wtUd P vSoral Litav 1d &iuia & es#

av t a naT1fan 17 cIn L rnfe.

S:r v ar cjodS av ae dial forn f mand

ba S r plTSA

(184:70-75)

The sound of /I/ is dominant in this stanza,with sixteen

occurrences. The schwa occurs fifteen times, but its use is

hardly significant since almost all unaccented vowels in

English take that sound. Thomas's emphasis of the /I/ in a

stanza about night brings up an interesting question about

his matching of sound and sense in this stanza. Thomas at-

tempts to persuade the child, and perhaps himself, that death,

called the "Thief," is a fulfillment of the natural order and

is, therefore, not to be feared. But the vowel Thomas uses

most in this stanza given to a description of night is the

/I/, a sound pronounced with the mouth barely opened and one

that connotes smallness and lightness.25 The expected would

be the /a/, /z/, and /o/ vowels, which do occur but are not

dominant. In this stanza, Thomas, in all likelihood, matched
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sound with his own feelings, with a fear of death, rather

than with the material of the stanza. The final lines of the

poem, in contrast, contain many vowels of the low, back variety

and match closely the meaning and tone of the words, a

relaxed belief in continued life:

. J pf (s l wek framn Kan+ri slip, TIs d1

rc nd i.k s a

(186:110-11)

Taken as a whole, "In Country Sleep" does relate sound to

sense, relying upon low back vowels in passages where a

relaxed sound is called for and using the continuants /s/,

/z/, and /1/ to effect the lulling sounds associated with

sleep.

"Over Sir John's Hill," of the later poems one of the

most richly complex in terms of rime, is another closely

structured work with a regular rime scheme. Although this

poem is recognized as regular in pattern by at least two

critics, the two disagree about the form of the pattern.

Louise B. Murdy believes "the scheme for the relationship

between the end-words is the same in all stanzas- -

aabccbdeaedd."26 R. Bremer, however, reads the scheme as

aabccbdeaefg.27 The point of difference between the two lies

in the reading of the two final lines in each stanza. Close

attention to the end words of these lines shows them to be

rime mates and to be related to the end word in line seven
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of each stanza. In addition, these are the only feminine

rimes in the poem.

1

hill
still
claws
bay

play
wars

hedges
squawk
until

hawk
heron

heads tone

2

crack
jack
hare
fins
wind

there
paddles
filled
hawk

killed
passage

prancing

3

shell
bell
sung

brand
shall
young
dilly
die
elm
I

dingle
dis tan t

4 5

vale go
sail snow

stilt owl
elmed elms

knelled hens
guilt shout

whistles scaly
on waves

hail slow
song grave

windows shaken
whispering sailing

Regular usage causes a phoneme to "come very near

to being a morpheme," according to Dwight Bolinger in an

article entitled "Rime, Assonance, and Morpheme Analysis." 28

A phonemic inspection of part of the first stanza illustrates

that Thomas employs the /2Q/ combined with / s / and the plo-

sives /t/ and /k/ where he wishes to emphasize sudden action

but chooses /o/ and /aU/ along with continuants /s/ and,

especially, /1/ to indicate, respectively, darkness or "gloom"

and "slowness ."2 9

and bl a7 i e k
-{ar i {fa barn over c E sa &V Irez antl
1 ay 1eS a uSfbKrAS~ a-rxd'ioII aa r ilrj ~ [.0f rt

I I rr v r to w e b aizo b a'Uz r zo o

hed stor .

(187:8-12)

Stanza
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The words flash and crash are only two of the words with

similar sounds that denote a rather unpleasant action,

whether of cutting or grinding. Such words include smash,

gash, bash, mash, dash, hash, lash, and splash. Flash and

crash simulate the action of the dropping hawk and connote

the sound of the guillotine, providing images and connotations

in keeping with the hawk's role as executioner of the small

birds. In contrast, the heron, who acts a priestly role, is

described with words containing "the large-reference vowels

associated with gloom--ow, oo, o."30 In addition to the

repeated /s/ in slowly, stalking, and headstone, the /z/ of

crashes, bows, and his, the /S / of crashes and fishing,

all continuants, the lines are impeded by the positions of

words. For example, in order to pronounce "fishing holy

stalking heron," one must completely stop after the /t- / and

change the position of mouth and tongue in order to pronounce

the /h/ of holy and heron. Thus, by slowing the lines in

question, Thomas increases the solemnity of the heron's act

of benediction. In this poem, as illustrated by (but not

limited to) the lines above, Thomas causes sound to correlate

closely with the sense of the lines.

Besides the sound patterns already discussed in the

above passage, a multiplicity of other internal rimes and

correspondences occurs. Indeed, it is the very quantity of

rimes and echoes in the later poetry that, undoubtedly, ac-

counts for the "sound without sense" criticism that dogs
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Thomas's poetry. For example, in the foregoing passage, the

terminal /i/ is matched with /aI/ in blithely and fiery; then

in the last two lines the /i/ is paired with /o/ in slowly,

holy, and Towy. The terminal rimes of squawk and hawk

are repeated in stalking, and the correspondence is strength-

ened by the position of stalking. It is the penultimate word

of line four of the lines quoted, and it occurs before the

word heron, thereby reinforcing the pattern of /s/ followed

by /h/ in squawk-hawk and stalking-heron. Throughout this

poem, and in the later poetry in general, alliteration

abounds. In the brief excerpt from stanza one that appears

above, only five lines, two instances occur, "holy stalking

heron" and "below bows."

Thomas's accommodation of sound to meaning is nowhere

more evident than in the late poem "In the White Giant's Thigh."

This poem is a compendium of all the devices and effects of

sound that Thomas utilized in the other late poems. Here,

too, the rime scheme is regular, the fifteen disguised

quatrains rhyming abab. True rime accounts for all sixty

line endings, and there is an abundance of internal rime and

alliteration. Internal rime extends throughout the poem,

notwithstanding Louise Murdy's statement to the contrary.3 1

A phonemic transcription of only one quatrain of the last sec-

tion demonstrates clearly the profusion of internal sound

patterns:
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nav <' rIlw- K 'YIHm c3la n 1m KS ? ra.' z7 av

J> s a~v qr k~d &lz end K(a..ks swrrj z ftc ond -F10
k E ak -raid z fla\F DrcY&br En t ¬n r)s

aTZ a ark at xiXa b3Lfh'!ks t r t Ed3EZ. (0

(199:45-48)
In the first line, /aU/ is the dominant vowel with three occur-

rences in now, down, and mouths. /k/ is the dominant conso-

nant, appearing initially in curlew, cry, and kiss. The final

/u/ of curlew is picked up in to, and /d/ is repeated in down

and dust. But these sounds are not used for one line and

then dropped; instead, they occur throughout the quatrain.

The /k/, used three times in line one, is repeated in kettles

and clocks of line two, in broken and kitchens of line three,

and in arc and billhooks of line four. The fricatives /z/

and /s/, introduced in the first line, appear also in kettles,

clocks, and swings of the second line. The same sounds

continue in the following lines with rides, kitchens, rust,

billhooks, and hedges. Thomas refrains from repeating his

terminal rimes within the stanza. The /o/, which provides

the b rime, does not occur elsewhere in the quatrain. The

/( / of dust and rust, a rimes, occurs only once again in the

quatrain, not considering the , and that occurrence is immed-

iately after dust, when Thomas repeats the word for effect.

There are additional sound patterns, such as the frequent

occurrence of /ae/ and repeated clusters, such as the /En/

of bracken and kitchens, adjacent words. This quatrain,

chosen at random from among the last lines of "In the White
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Giant's Thigh," is representative of all the sections of the

poem in the matter of sound and of the later poetry in

general. Thomas packed his later poetry with sound patterns.

Not only was he successful in using sound to increase the

musical effects of his poetry, but he also was able, in all

his later pieces, to use sound functionally, to make the

sounds of words correspond to the sense of the words or to

enrich the sense of the poem by sound connotations. Two lines

from "In the White Giant's Thigh" are analyzed by Moynihan to

illustrate Thomas's success in relating meaning and sound.

About the lines, "Or rippling soft in the spinney moon as

the silk/ And ducked and draked white lake that harps to a

hail stone," Moynihan says:

The section that the 1
with the past loves of
with the sexual act.
the quivering of human
The flesh ripples as ti
dotted with ducks andc
stone. There is a con-
smooth flesh and the j,
with his concept of in
point of death, tried -
love and destruction,
consonants of the firs-
stopped consonants of1
vowel sounds in the fi:
in the second are gene
the sound of these lin
literal meaning to sugj
destruction. 32

We might wish that Moynihan had

ing exactly how the short vowel

[nes come from is one dealing
dead women, specifically

These two lines describe
flesh in the act of love.

he surface of a lake--a lake
Irakes--vibrates to a hail-
:rast here between the
gged hailstone. Thomas,

:ercourse as the starting
:o get both life and death,
nto these lines. The liquid
line contrast with the

:he second. . . . Also, the
:st are shorter; the vowels
ally more open. In brief,

es correlates with the,est sexual activity and

elaborated just a bit, explain-

sounds of the first line
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correlate with sexual activity and the "open" vowels of the

last, with destruction; nevertheless, as an attempt to explain

empirically how sound operates in poetry, the criticism is

noteworthy.

In a later section of the poem, Thomas tells that the

women, in spite of their sexual activities, were barren, and

he employs consonants that are pronounced with the air passage
completely closed--/p/, /b/, /g/, and /d/--to reinforce the

idea of closure, hardness, and emptiness:

( banaer borj , m:erj be 6 &tu 3venl haJ v
k)c &dy,4 nd L~dran4e~nd v 6ri amn r&_ErksiZ

ye. uI e In ipal d3aeks ara boIar
a.v tua 2v Z)

(199:42-44)

The wide-open mouths of the babies at the hive of the breast
contrast with old Mother Hubbard's bare cupboard by means of
a shift from open to closed vowels and from continuants and

nasals to stops.

Two poems about the deaths of old men, "Do not go gentle

into that good night" and "Lament," show great artistry in

their sound structures; otherwise, they are quite different.

The lovely villanelle, "Do not go gentle," requires, by nature

of its formal structure, a strict adherence to a particular

rime scheme.33 Customarily, the villanelle has been used for
poetic expression of rather insignificant matters, but Dylan
Thomas took the highly artificial form and created with it a
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moving, personalized poem. Much of the poem's appeal lies

in the strict patterning of rhythm and sound. The pentameter

lines, with strong emphasis on the three sounds /aI/, /e/,

and /o/ are almost trance-inducing. Then, too, Thomas's

choice of refrain lines is particularly impressive because

the two lines, "Do not go gentle into that good night" and

"Rage, rage against the dying of the light," repeat the same

idea. Therefore, in the space of only nineteen lines, a

reader is assailed by the idea, "fight death," eight times.

Such repetition of rhythm, sound, and meaning produces a

powerful effect. As in all the later poetry, Thomas has

woven patterns of sounds into the fabric of the verse. In

stanza three, for example, each of the terminal vowels has

correspondences within all three lines:

vd n, f (bs w cuv 6ai, Kra rj hav&brid
Ery f eI cd'cz r-vIt Kvda Is- i n a

r e d , redc3 a~pansf da dag adv a nagt

(128:7-9)

In an analysis of the quatrain, Murdy notes that the repeated

/s/ of line two retards the rhythm and emphasizes three impor-

tant words--curse, bless, and fierce--which are the core of

the poem's meaning.34

In contrast to the sadness and exalted tone of the pre-

vious poem, "Lament" treats the subject of death lightly and

with humor. The five stanzas have a rime scheme of abcdabcdefef,
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with all c endings feminine. A majority of the other terminal

rimes are true: forty-six of the remaining sixty. The four-

teen variant rimes are consonantal, for the most part. An

interesting pattern occurs in stanza five with the a rimes

where, because of Thomas's concern with maintaining a strict

syllabic regularity, the word for, which should have been

terminal, is carried over to the beginning of the next line:

Now I am a man no more no more
And a black reward for a roaring life,
(Sighed the old ram rod, dying of strangers),
Tidy and cursed in my dove cooed room
I lie down thin and hear the good bells jaw--
For, oh, my soul found a sunday wife.

(196:49-54)

Thomas follows a sequential pattern in choosing vowel sounds

for the different stanzas. In the first stanza, which deals

with childhood, Thomas emphasizes smallness by repeating a

sound made with the mouth barely open, the /I/, and, hence,

a sound identified with little things. In the first stanza

appear windy, bit, spit, tiptoed, in, tit, skipped, big, pin,

wicked, and little. Stanza three, which deals with manhood,

repeats vowels that are pronounced with the mouth at an open

position, such as /ae/ and /a/ which occur in was, man, call,

and, black, ram, rod, brandy, tom, and hot. The final verse

about the final age of the old man stresses the back vowels

/o/ and /u/, pronounced with the mouth only slightly open.

These sounds occur in no, more, roaring, old, cooed, room,
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oh, soul, coal, bore, and womb. Thus, there is a movement

of sounds in "Lament" that corresponds to the different time

periods of the man's life- -from the /I/ of childhood, signi-

fying smallness, to the largeness of the /a/ corresponding to

adulthood and time of greatest activity, back to the smallness

of the /u/, connoting an age when smallness and weakness are

dominant once again.34

The last two poems of the period, "Poem on his Birthday"

and "Author's Prologue," offer little new material regarding

Thomas's employment of sound patterns. Both poems are care-

fully structured as, indeed, are all of Thomas's poems. The
"mirror image" rime scheme of the two fifty-one line sections

of "Author's Prologue" has already been noted.3 6 "Poem on

his Birthday" has a rime scheme built on terminal vowel sounds,

as stanza seven illustrates:

b+ dark IZ. c IArje .
h+ , 3. cre av & r uit &orn

(LtIS ai 3l Iverjn pre.z,
h )oz<J Ka k vr-id LXI bIo2a bonz a-vt a C) hI1z.3ncW D ja;L d bo/d r z bid, r d >

Jed .t rd o fr z K.LK.Mc. .j incx (LUTS rz KL 31-0 K. LK SfcrZ
eGIE;IIcr3,. tL m Sc .

(192:64-72)

Each of the poem's twelve stanzas rimes ababcdcd with the

exception of stanza one, where the final c rime, spear, does

not match vowels with spurns of line seven. In stanza six,

the first c rime of the other stanzas becomes the final a

rime. The two poems are similar in content and treatment.

Thomas the Bard celebrates the richness and variety of the
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natural world in spite of approaching death. In naming,

listing, cataloguing--conjuring up the wonderful variety of

the world--Thomas builds a complex sound pattern in each poem.

He employs plosives, continuants, fricatives, labials, and

closed, open, and middle vowels, alliteration, consonance,

and internal rime. In short, he uses all the sound patterns

at his command to describe the beauty and complexity of the

world.

Sound is employed more effectively in the later poetry

than in the early. Even though many of the sound patterns

that Thomas employed in the later poems are also found in the

early, their use in the early pieces is not fully realized.

Almost all the early poems rely upon terminal consonantal

rime with some internal assonance and alliteration for pat-

terning. In contrast, the later poems show these patterns

and also internal rime, true rime, and a dense network of

internal echoes; they are richer in sound patterns than the

early poems.

Another difference between early and later poetry is the

degree to which Thomas makes his use of sound patterns func-

tional. In the early poems, individual lines or phrases

contain certain sounds which, because of the way they must be

pronounced--with lips closed, with mouth open widely, with

air passageway closed, with an explosive release of breath--

correspond to the meaning of the lines. In the later poems,

however, Thomas manipulates the sounds of entire stanzas,
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even whole poems, to correlate sound with sense and to

intensify meaning. In the stylistic area of sound, Thomas's

unremitting attention to his art results in poetry of the

highest distinction.
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CHAPTER V

ABSTRACTING THE VOID: DICTION

When Dylan Thomas wrote "In the beginning was the word,"

a line from a 1933 poem "In the Beginning," he indicated not

only a familiarity with the Bible but also a predilection

that had been with him since childhood. He loved words. In

his earliest years, he was exposed to floods of words, first

from a "garrulous" mother who lavished attention on her only

son and then from a highly educated father who chose

Shakespeare to read at bedtime to the frail little boy. Out-

side the home there was the ever-present influence of a

voluble Welsh family and friends. Another influence that

affected Thomas's delight with words was his early friendship

with Dan Jones, who describes his and Dylan's word play as

children: "We had word obsessions: everything at one time was

'little' or 'white'; and sometimes an adjective became ir-

resistibly funny in almost any connection: 'innumerable

bananas,' 'wilful moccasin,' 'a certain Mrs. Prothero.' These

word games . . . played an important part in Dylan's early

poetic development." Thomas begin writing verse early, at

the age of eight or nine, according to his mother.3 He read

widely in his father's large library, with "eyes hanging out,"

and at age fifteen published a lengthy critical article about

114
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modern poetry which showed a remarkable grasp of the subject

for one so young.4

The majority of Thomas's activities involved words and

writing. During the formative years in Swansea he kept a

personal dictionary in which he listed words that he par-

ticularly liked. By the age of sixteen, when he edited the

Swansea Grammar School magazine (writing most of it), he had

published poems both there and in local newspapers. At six-

teen, he left school and for the next three years worked as

a journalist and free-lance writer while living at home. At

seventeen, he wanted to edit a magazine but was never able

to establish it, even though the idea engaged him for several

years.5 In the letters he exchanged later with Pamela Hansford

Johnson and Vernon Watkins, Thomas frequently objected to

particular words and often discussed the suitability of given

words. Attesting also to his involvement with words is his

wife, Caitlin, who describes the last part of a typical day

in Laugharne: "Then, blown up with muck and somnolence, up

to his humble shed, nestling high above the estuary; and bang

into intensive scribbling, muttering, whispering, intoning,

bellowing and juggling of words; till seven o'clock prompt." 6

Even Thomas's last words were about words. At his question,

in the early morning hours of November 5, 1953, about what

delirium tremens was like, his companion replied that a friend

had seen white mice and roses. "Roses plural," asked the

poet, "or Rose's with an apostrophe?"7
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To achieve his singular diction, Dylan Thomas uses the

classical ornaments of language and also reaches beyond ordi-

nary usage to create a new idiom. The use of classical

figures in his own work almost certainly grew out of the end-

less imitations he made, as Thomas related, "of Sir Thomas

Brown, Robert W. Service, de Quincey, Henry Newbolt, Blake,

Baroness Orczy, Marlowe, Chums, the Imagists, the Bible, the

Magnet, Poe, Grimm, Keats, Lawrence, Austin Dobson, and

Dostoievski, Anon and Shakespeare .,, 8 As well as the old, the

new serves Thomas in his search for a vital diction. He

changes cliches and colloquialisms into expressions fraught

with meaning and breaks the rules of normal usage in his

word groupings to extend the expressive capability of his

language. In determining how the early and later poetry

make use of the figures, this study examines catachresis or

"implied metaphor" 9 only cursorily since Thomas's use of

implied metaphor is a subject of sufficient magnitude in

itself to require a separate study.

Some general observations about Dylan Thomas's vocabulary

are in order before a technical examination of his diction is

begun. His poetic vocabulary is small. Emery sets the ap-

proximate figure for the Collected Poems at thirty-six hundred

words. 10 The great majority of his words are monosyllables

related to visual and auditory experiences. As Emery notes,

his words reflect "the world of the seaside-village child" who

is intrigued by his body, the scenes around him, and "a world
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solid with things." 1 1 Thomas retained an interest in "things"

throughout his life, but, as illustrated by a changing vocabu-

lary, the objects of his interest changed from the early to

the later work. The early Thomas is vitally interested in the

workings of the human body and the processes of birth and

death. As a result, the early vocabulary is anatomical in the

extreme and often explicitly unpleasant. Filled with fingers,

hearts, veins, eyes, loins, bones, wombs, throats, brains,

blood, wrists, nerves, mouths, teeth, tongues, hairs, and

thighs, these poems question and seek answers to the problem

of birth, death, and love. They are usually written in the

first person, and, as Tindall notes, "A poem by Thomas about

Jesus, the zodiac, or a worm is about Thomas.." 1 2  The general

tone of these poems reveals intense fascination with the

workings of the physical world. In contrast, the vocabulary

of the later poetry demonstrates the poet's love of the natural

world and its beauties. Words such as river, hill, sun, sea,

woods , leaves, clouds, pastures, hay., moonlight, and harvest--

along with names of numerous birds- -come into play as Thomas

praises this "sea born, man torn, blood blest star."

Turning now to Thomas's use of the classical figures,

those "devices or patterns of language in which meaning is

changed or enhanced," 1 3 we find them consciously used by the

poet.1 4 In addition to those listed by Thomas, a great many

more appear in his poems. He employs anaphora, ploce, and
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conduplicatio, forms of repetition; he uses allusion; paradox;

parenthesis; megaloprepeia; antiphrasis; eulogia; and diabole.

Significantly, he uses figures classified as "difficult orna-

ments" by Lanham,15 specifically onomatopoeia, antonomasia,

hyperbaton, synecdoche, and metonymy, more frequently in the

later poetry than in the early.

Examples of paronomasia (punning) occur in both the early

and later poems. Thomas retained an interest in this kind of

word play to the last, and although his puns are usually not

subtle, they do involve wit. The famous pun in "Before I

knocked" is an example. The play is on the word doublecrossed

in the final line of the last stanza:

You who bow down at cross and altar,
Remember me and pity Him
Who took my flesh and bone for armour
And doublecrossed my mother's womb.

(9:43-46)

In this case, the pun is not only a play of wit but adds to

the ambiguity of tone already present in the poem. Christ is

the speaker, and his words can mean either that Mary's womb

was passed first by the Holy Ghost at the time of conception

and then by Himself at birth, or his words can imply, vulgarly,

according to Emery, that Mary "was cheated by suffering the

pain" of birth "without the antecedent pleasure."1 6 Other

meanings are possible. By enduring the pain of childbirth

and the crucifixion of her son, Mary bore two crosses.1 7
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Emphasizing the link that Thomas makes in the poem between

Christ and all men, Tindall suggests that "any father deceives

any mother by engendering death." 1 8

Another pun from the early period, apparently unnoticed

by critics, involves the letter "X" in the final long stanza

of "From love's first fever":

The root of tongues ends in a spentout cancer
That but a name, where maggots have their X.

(25:37-38)

Explaining the lines, Tindall says, "Even the tongues of poets

must come to a name on a headstone. Anonymous worms mark the

spot with an illiterate's X." 19 In addition to marking the

spot, the worms, undoubtedly, are involved rather intimately

with the poets themselves, the ex's.

The later poems also yield examples of paronomasia. A

notable pun on the word grains in the poem "In the White Giant's

Thigh" has been studied by Ralph Maud. In the line, "Now

clasp me to their grains in the gigantic glade" (197:19),

Thomas adds to the usual meaning of grain with a dialectal

pun.20 The word grains has the meaning of groin in Welsh, and

Thomas adds a note of sexuality that is in keeping with the

meaning of the line, that a long-dead woman still has sexual

desires. Another pun, seriocomic in tone, occurs in "Lament,"

the boisterous poem about an unrepentant old rake who is

"dying of downfall." Punning that adds to characterization
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occurs in "Author's Prologue," where Thomas compares himself

to Noah and his Collected Poems to Noah's Ark. We shall

return to this figure later, in examining Thomas's use of

metonymy, but, here, the pun deals with the word moonshine:

0 kingdom of neighbours, finned
Felled and quilled, flash to my patch
Work ark and the moonshine
Drinking Noah of the bay.

(xviii:82-85)

Moonshine, in the sense of home-brew, is in keeping with the

character of Noah and, meaning creativity, with the character

of poet. 2 1

Another poetic device used in both early and later poems

is allusion. Thomas alludes to works of literature and

especially to the Bible, but there is a difference between the

early and later poems in this area of diction. In general,

the early poems show less variety of allusive language and a

greater number of reworked colloquialisms. Thomas takes a

common expression, or even a cliche, and uses it in a differ-

ent context or adds to it to produce heightened language. In

the later poetry, Thomas continues to rework well-known,

everyday expressions and also takes material from fairy tales,

nursery rhymes, and literary works.

Often, only one word of a cliche is taken and used to

refer to an entire phrase, as in "Before I knocked" the phrase

"my lily bones.." Here, Thomas takes the overworked "lily
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white" and replaces white with bones to elicit the image of

bones as fragile, white flowers. In "Light breaks where no

sun shines," the hackneyed "poles apart" becomes "From poles

of skull and toe." Skull and toe take the place of apart and

emphasize graphically the distance separating the top of the

world from the bottom. In the later poem "In Country Sleep,"

the cliche "sly as a fox" is changed to "Who comes as red as

the fox and sly as the heeled wind" (184:81). By means of

the color symbolism and word connotation (red means blood,

passion, and heat to most; s4y is pejorative; and heeled,

reminiscent of spurs, running, a protuberance, and scoundrel),

Thomas magnifies the terrors inherent in the idea of the

thief. "Over Sir John's Hill" contains several revisions of

common expressions, one of them extremely effective. To

"clear as a bell," Thomas adds buoy's, making it "clear as a

buoy's bell." The addition suits the river and sea imagery

and also alliterates. In the final lines of the poem, which

deal with death in an exalted manner, Thomas changes the

expression "fall of night" to "lunge of night," strengthening

the idea of the rapaciousness of death. The common expression

"black sheep of the family" furnishes Thomas the basis for

three descriptions of the old sinner in "Lament." The vari-

ations are "black spit of the chapel fold," in which the word

fold reinforces the idea of sheep; "black beast of the

beatles' pews," where the denotation as well as the sound of

beast strengthens the comparison (and contains, as well, a
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pun on beadle); and "black cross of the holy house," which

is further from the original but, occurring last, undoubtedly

receives meaning from the previous repetitions. The phrase

is apt for two reasons. The word black alone is sufficient

to give a pejorative meaning to a phrase in which it appears,

but coupled with nouns that connote either evil or nastiness,

the result is the identification of the old man as a complete

rapscallion.

"In Country Sleep" demonstrates a use of allusion typical

of the later poetry, the incorporation of allusive material

to provide a framework of reference. In none of the early

poems does Thomas employ allusion so extensively. Here, Thomas

makes use of characters and events from a fairy tale and a

fable. The combination of elements from "Little Red Riding

Hood" and "The Wolf in Sheep's Clothing" in this serious

prayer for his sleeping daughter is, at once, surprising and

fitting. We hardly expect to encounter Little Red Riding Hood

amid words of prayer, yet recognize the appropriateness of

matching characters from the child's world in the prayer for

her. One of the lines tells the child it is not the wolf she

must fear: "Fear most forever of all not the wolf in his

baaing hood" (182:36). A reference to "three Marys" links

the mother of Christ, Mary Magdalene, and Mary, sister of

Lazarus to "Mary had a little lamb," "Mary, Mary, quite con-

trary," and "Queen Mary." Thomas alludes to a "tusked prince"
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whose prototype is the Prince of innumerable fairy tales, but

his sexuality is only hinted at, as Emery notes,22 befitting

the purpose of the poem.

Less prevalent than Thomas's use of cliche, common ex-

pression, or allusions to fairy tale and nursery rhyme are

literary allusions, but they do appear in the later poetry.

In "Author's Prologue," for example, a pun as well as a

revised phrase from William Blake's Vala, or The Four Zoas

occurs. Thomas's phrase "cities of nine day's night" refers

to Blake's "nine nights of judgment day during which the Zoas

strive to dominate one another."23 A probable allusion to

T. S. Eliot's epigraph to The Waste Land occurs in "Poem on

his Birthday" in the line "And tomorrow weeps in a blind cage"

(191:42). Also, we cannot help noting the similarity of

"Over Sir John's Hill" to Gerard Manley Hopkins's "Windhover"

in spite of great differences in structure, treatment, and tone.

Although biblical characters, events, and precepts furnish

Thomas material for allusions during both his early and later

poetic periods, a decided difference exists in his use of

biblical material. Rushworth M. Kidder convincingly demon-

strates that in the early work Thomas uses simple references

and allusions to the Bible, but in the later poetry he begins

"to see the world in terms of his imagery" and to incorporate

into his language "aspects of religious ideas that have no

specific Biblical foundation . . . but are suffused throughout

Christian thought .'"24
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Dylan Thomas's allusions to the Bible in the early poems

are more decorative than functional, but in the later pieces,

the allusions work at a deeper level and are more closely

linked with theme. For example, the early poem "Before I

knocked" reveals Christ as speaker near the end, but the poem

has dwelt throughout on the humanness of the speaker. The

fact that the speaker is Christ does not influence the meaning

of the poem, at least not until the last. A brief reference

to the thieves who were crucified on either side of Christ

occurs in "My hero bares his nerves," but, again, the two are

linked briefly to birth and death and not dealt with further.

In the later work, however, the allusions are integrated into

the poet's view of life. For example, Thomas often uses words

associated with the Bible and religion--pray, blessings, angels,

heaven, and faith--to give solemnity and grandeur to his vision

of life, a vision not strictly compatible with orthodox bibli-

cal interpretation. Speculating upon a future after death,

Thomas says, "Heaven that never was / Nor will be ever is

always true" (191:50-51). He denies and affirms the existence

of a heaven in one breath. However, Thomas's heaven is not

the usual one of angels, clouds, and hosannas but "a brambled

void" where "Plenty as blackberries in the woods / The dead

grow for His joy" (191:53-54). Thomas's heaven, as described

by Ralph J. Mills, is "a terrestrial paradise, the other side

of the Wales he has known and loved." 2 5
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In the later poetry Thomas broadens the customary mean-

ings of biblical allusions to make them better serve his

meaning. In "Over Sir John's Hill," an allusion to a passage

from Luke 12:6 provides an example. The passage speaks of

the omniscience of God in terms of his awareness even of

sparrows; the common expression is "God marks even a sparrow's

fall." In his line "God in his whirlwind silence save, who

marks the sparrows hail" (189:45), Thomas has changed the

usual word fall to hail, a revision that emphasizes the birds'

song, which Thomas considers their reason for deserving mercy.

One kind of figure that Thomas employs often, early and

late, a sub-category of metaphor,2 6 is prosopoeia, or, more

commonly, personification. Growing out of his belief in the

cyclical nature of life and the interrelatedness of all matter,

Thomas often shows inanimate objects or natural phenomena to

have human attributes. In "When once the twilight locks," the

image is that of evening with hair tumbling down over the

world. In the same poem, time has a mouth that sucks, and in

"The force that through the green fuse," time has lips that

leech. This early poetry often has organs of the body acting

in peculiar ways. Instead of pumping blood, the heart in "My

hero bares his nerves" walks over the body, winding up a red

braid of hair. In "Before I knocked," the male sperm, as

shapeless liquid, taps on the womb's door. Blood is described

in "Light breaks where no sun shines" as jumping in the sun.
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Thomas also turns the technique around and lets man share the

attributes of nature. In "A process in the weather of the

heart," the poet speaks of "darkness in the eye," "weather in

the flesh and bone," and the "forest of the loin." In the

later poetry, Thomas frequently personifies birds, as in

"Over Sir John's Hill" and "Poem on his Birthday," where the

heron takes the role of priest, bowing his head, hymning as

he fishes, and grieving for the dead birds. "In the White

Giant's Thigh" shows rain wringing out its tongues. In this

poem, too, Thomas interchanges the attirubtes of man and

nature. The long-dead women are "barren as boulders"; in

times past, the women were "rooted" by the swineherd or

"barbed" by the orchard man; the women once were "a hedgerow

of joys." "Poem on his Birthday" continues the idea of the

interrelatedness of humans and inanimate elements, as abstrac-

tions take on human emotions and actions:

And tomorrow weeps in a blind cage
Terror will rage apart

Before chains break to a hammer flame
And love unbolts the dark.

(191:42-45)

Later in the same poem, Thomas describes souls in heaven that

"grow wild as horses in the foam." In short, Thomas's use of

personification in both early and later poetry indicates a

consistent vision of life. Thomas believes in a constantly

changing world where stars, man, and time all coalesce.
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Thomas's use of implied metaphor varies from the early

to the later poetry. In the early work, he changes frequently

from one metaphor to another, but in the later, Thomas sus-

tains a given metaphor for a number of lines; therefore, the

number of metaphors is proportionately greater in the early

poetry than in the later. In the following lines from "The

force that through the green fuse," a poem that shows man and

nature subject to the same processes, Thomas audaciously uses

a metaphor from the science of explosives to make a metaphysi-

cal statement about the oneness of man and nature. Then, he

shifts to a Blakean metaphor of "sick rose," retaining the

idea of congruence between man and nature:

The force that through the green fuse drives
the flower

Drives my green age; that blasts the root of trees
Is my destroyer.
And I am dumb to tell the crooked rose
My youth is bent by the same wintry fever.

(10 :1- 5)

Here, the first implied metaphor is that of an explosion, where

"the flower is the explosion . . . and the stem is the fuse,

and the force is the combustible in the fuse that produces

the explosion."2 7 Then, from creation, Thomas turns to des-

truction, saying that human youth ages at the hands of the

same force that ages the rose. In addition to the implied

metaphors of explosion and "sick rose," the above lines demon-

strate the use of oxymoron, a condensed paradox, in the phrase
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"wintry fever." 2 8 In the following stanzas, Thomas continues

to discuss the similar fate of man and the things of nature,

but the metaphor changes to become identified with mountain

springs, red blood, blowing wind, and whirlpools. The prac-

tice of making a statement by using various analogies is a

standard practice in the early poetry. In contrast, an idea

in the later poetry tends to develop over a number of stanzas.

Thomas implies a metaphor and elaborates it for several

stanzas or even, as we shall see, throughout an entire poem.

An instance of metaphor-linked diction occurs in "Over Sir

John's Hill," where a number of words in the first stanza

(underlined) suggest hanging:

The hawk on fire hangs still;
In a hoisted cloud, at drop of dusk, he pulls

to his claws
And gallows, up the rays of his eyes the small

birds of the bay

The flash the noosed hawk
Crashes, . . . .

(187:2-4, 10-11)

The metaphor of hawk as executioner29 continues in the second

stanza where the word halter in "the halter height" is a

synonym of hang and also refers to the birds being "halted or

stopped" by death. 30 Additional words that reinforce the

metaphor are tyburn, "a place in London where criminals used

to be hanged,"3 1 looped, crack, crashes, and judging. Devel-

oping a metaphor over a series of stanzas, as Thomas does here,
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gives a texture to many of the later poems that is missing in

the early ones.

The examination of Thomas's rhythm and syntax demonstrated

the great part played by repetition in his poetry, especially

in the early work. The rhetorical figures of anaphora, repe-

tition of the same word at the beginning of successive clauses;

ploce, repetition of a word with new significance; and condupli-

catio, repetition of a word or words in succeeding clauses for

amplification or to express emotion, have been studied in

relation to rhythm and syntax. They are classed as "easy

ornaments" by Lanham and appear more frequently in the early

than in the later poetry. Another group of figures, termed

"difficult ornaments" by Lanham,32 appears more frequently in

the later poems. The fact that Thomas was able to utilize the

difficult rhetorical figures in the later work argues for a

firmer grasp of the technicalities of his art during the later

period and a consequent greater stylistic excellence.

One of the difficult ornaments is hyperbaton, a general

term meaning "departure from ordinary word order."33 Included

under the more general term is parenthesis, "a word, phrase,

or sentence inserted as an aside in a sentence complete in

itself." 34 Parenthesis is found only in the later poetry of

Thomas and has a rhetorical effect in keeping with the bardic

tone of this work. Explaining the effect, Corbett says, "For

a brief moment, we hear the author's voice, commenting,
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editorializing, and, for that reason, the sentence gets an

emotional charge that it would otherwise not have."3 5 Thomas

uses the device effectively in the poem "In the White Giant's

Thigh," when he explains in parenthesis that the women were

barren in life. Indeed, the content of the poem, stressing

the vitality of the women, demands that this reference to

sterility be separated. In "Author's Prologue," however, the

device merely calls attention to the poet, and the aim of

drawing close to the reader fails. This last case is excep-

tional and probably results from too much attention being

focused on the author in the poem. In "Lament" each third

line is a parenthesis that relates to the present, clarifying

the idea that the poem is a reminiscence.

Synecdoche, the substitution of a part for a whole, is

another difficult figure that appears frequently in the later

poetry. The later poems contain the following: "side" for

body, "thatch" for house, "leaves" for book, "fin" for fish,

"rhymer" for poet, "wave" for sea, "quilts" for beds , "flute"

for music, "chirrup" for birds, "hoof" for boundary, "shapes"

for words, "pelt" for animal, and "scale" for fish. At least

one example of antonomasia, "a proper name for the quality

associated with it,"36 appears. The previously mentioned word

tyburn is a proper noun; a place in London where criminals

were hanged. By minimizing the word to mean simply an execu-

tion place, Thomas universalizes the action of the executioner.
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Another figure of speech more prevalent in the later

poetry is megaloprepeia, the use of exalted, magnificent

language.3 7 In contrast to the diction of the early poetry,

frequently employed in describing the physical aspects of

birth, love, and death, the later poems show Thomas as bard,

employing grandiloquent language to direct his followers in

the way of truth. The nature of bardic poetry--elaborate in

meter and sound, cognizant of the "dual nature of reality,"

and prophetic in content-- 38calls for other figures such as

diabole, "prediction or denunciation" 3 9 and eulogia,

"commendation."40

An example of diabole occurs in "Author's Prologue," in

connection with the already-mentioned allusion to Blake's

work:

Eternal waters away
From the cities of nine
Days' night whose towers will catch
In the religious wind
Like stalks of tall, dry straw.

(xv:18-22)

The prediction is that evil cities will be destroyed, as

occurred during the days of judgment in The Four Zoas.4 1 A

more personal and ominous prediction occurs in "Over Sir

John's Hill," where the poet inscribes the slain birds'

epitaph "before the lunge of the night." Similar is the

final line of "Poem on his Birthday," where Thomas foresees
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his death: "As I sail out to die" (193:108). Thomas makes

use of eulogia in many of the later poems, celebrating the

world and its denizens. He blesses the slain birds and the

hawk that slays them in "Over Sir John's Hill"; he celebrates

the earthiness of the dead women's former lives in the poem,

"In the White Giant's Thigh"; and in "Poem on his Birthday,"

he pronounces his best-known blessing:

Yet, though I cry with tumbledown tongue,
Count my blessings aloud:
Four elements and five

Senses, and man a spirit in love.

(192-93:80-83)

As we have seen, Thomas employs many of the classical

figures of rhetoric to increase the expressiveness of his

language. He also invents words and even breaks accepted

language practices to animate his diction. Discussing the

matter of word-compounding, a favorite means of Thomas to

invent words, Henry Treece classifies the compounds into

particular groupings, such as "alliterative," "number com-

pounds," "triple compounds," and compounds based on particular

nouns.42 More relevant to this study, perhaps, is the fact

that the number and kinds of compound words increase signifi-

cantly in the later poetry. Compounds in the early poems are

limited to negative formations using the un prefix, namely

"ungotten," "unlocked," "unwrinkles," and "unpin," "unruly,"

"unfailing," "unpacks," "unraveller," and "unshodden," along
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with several creations such as "sea-faiths," "hell born,"

and "manseed." The great majority of the later compounds are

noun-noun or noun-verb combinations used as adjectives. As

previously mentioned, a characteristic of the later poems

is an emphasis on natural scenes, and the compounds serving

as adjectives contribute effectively to Thomas's descriptions.

"Author's Prologue," Thomas's last completed poem, illustrates

his handling of compound words. Here, Thomas speaks of "sea-

shaken house," starfish sands," "fishwife cross," "seathumbed

leaves," "dogdayed night," and "manalive" fear, to mention

only a few. None of the early poems contains such an array

of compound words. The trait of combining noun with verb and

using the combination as adjective gives verve to Thomas's

descriptions. A variation of the practice occurs in "Lament,"

where the old rake describes himself in his prime as a

"springtailed tom." In this instance, Thomas has taken two

nouns but has transformed the second into a kind of past

participle by adding the past tense ending. Clearly, the

poet was determined to achieve maximum energy from his des-

criptive words, and, here, the connotations that arise from

spring, tailed, and tom include the activities of an amorous

tomcat yowling on a warm evening. The connotations are

fitting to the subject matter of "Lament." Another inter-

esting variation of the compound occurs in "Over Sir John's

Hill," where instead of the well-known expression "swan song,"
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"swansing" keeps the action in the present, sets the time of

day, and foreshadows the fact of the sparrow's own deaths:

And the shrill child's play
Wars
Of the sparrows and such who swansing, dusk,

in wrangling hedges.

(187:5-7)

Several lines later, the heron bows his "tilted headstone."

The compound, a noun-noun combination that unites the visual

images of a heron with head bent and graveyard headstone,

adds emphasis to the depiction of the heron as a grieving

religious figure.

Perhaps the most interesting facet of the poet's diction

in his use of common words in an uncommon way. He breaks the

rules of common usage, as Geoffrey Leech explains, examining

a famous "deviation" from one of the early poems, the phrase

"a grief ago":

Normal Paradigm

minute
a day ago

year
etc.

Special Paradigm

a grief ago43

Leech notes that Thomas breaks the rule which requires a word

or phrase based on "time-measurement" to be used in the con-

struction, " ago." 4 4 In breaking the rule,
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Thomas adds the element of time to the idea of sadness,

increasing the emotional value of the phrase. As is the case

with many of his devices, however, the early poetry demon-

strates only occasional noteworthy examples, whereas the

later poems utilize the devices in a more sustained way.

Often in the later poems but rarely in the early ones, words

with religious connotations modify natural objects. "In

Country Sleep" has "the surpliced hill of cypresses," "the

gospel rooks," "domes of leaves," "knelling owl," "rain

telling its beads"--all proving that "the country is holy."

Undoubtedly linked with personification, the collocations

are yet so striking as to give pause, as in this sequence

from "Poem on his Birthday":

And tomorrow weeps in a blind cage
Terror will rage apart

Before chains break to a hammer flame
And love unbolts the dark.

(191:42-45)

Here, the word weeps calls for a human subject, and the word

cage demands a less-circumscribing adjective than blind,

perhaps round, yellow, or bamboo. Yet, the line imparts

multiple meanings as it stands: the reader may think of Lear

and Cordelia or of Eliot's sibyl. In addition, the sense of

dread engendered by the line is increased by the idea of an

abstract quality, something that does not even exist as

object, weeping.
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Thomas's use of these uncommon word collocations is not

limited to his later poetry; throughout his career he juxta-

posed words with a fine sense of discrimination to achieve

surprise and added meaning. In the later poetry, however,

diction works together with formal structure and sound to

produce a unified work. More often than not, the arresting

diction of the early poems startles, or even intimidates, but

fails to enrich meaning appreciably.

Another important facet of Thomas's diction involves his

violation, in the early poems, of what Leech calls "register."45

Analogous to decorum, the register of a poem involves vocabu-

lary, grammar, subject, and treatment. Thomas's emphasis in

many early poems on life in utero, on unpleasant details

concerning the decomposition of corpses, and on masturbation

(or, at least, on an enterprise whose actions are cast in

masturbational terms), furnishes evidence that he might, in-

deed, offend those unwilling to admit all areas of life to

poetry. Often in the early poetry, Thomas mixes registers.

In "Before I knocked," the speaker of the final stanza is

usually thought to be Jesus Christ, and the final line is

shocking in its combination of sexual innuendo, previously

discussed, and American gangster slang:

You who bow down at cross and altar,
Remember me and pity Him
Who took my flesh and bone for armour
And doublecrossed my mother's womb.

(9:43-46)
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The later poetry, in contrast, is of a single voice, with

the exception of "Lament." The language is grand, exultant,

and profuse. The mixture of characters from fairy tales, the

Bible, and Mother Goose, far from violating register in the

poem "In Country Sleep," actually enriches this prayer for

the sleeping child by employing the figures and language of

her world.

A love of words forms the foundation of Dylan Thomas's

style. A skilled, dedicated craftsman, he made great efforts

to shape his language into a distinctive voice. And he suc-

ceeded. In both the early and the later poetry, he used many

of the classical figures of rhetoric to vitalize his language.

Puns, allusions, personification, and extraordinary word

collocations are encountered throughout the poetry. The

later poems, however, utilize more difficult rhetorical orna-

ments, increase the kinds of allusions employed, and synthesize

diction with other elements of the poems to create fully

realized works of art. Parenthesis and the lofty, bardic

diction appear only in the later poetry, when Thomas puts to

rest his minute inquiries into the physical world of man and

voices his vision of life.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION

Dylan Thomas achieved his unique poetic voice through

a dedication to stylistic excellence. His use of rhythm,

syntax, sound, and diction demonstrates increased capabilities

in the later poetry for integrating subject matter and the form

in which it is expressed. Thomas's two stylistic periods show

similarities in the four areas mentioned, but the differences

account, in large measure, for the superiority of the later

work.

The early and later poems are quite different in rhythm.

Most of the early poems are regularly metered with a strong

iambic beat, and a majority of the lines are end-stopped. In

contrast, rhythms in the later poems are irregular, even

though Thomas maintains strict syllabic patterning in them.

Many enjambed lines as opposed to end-stopped occur in the

later poems.

In syntax, too, the early and later poems differ. In

the former, frequent restrictive relative clauses result in

complex deep structures and sentence stacking. Surface

structures usually follow the S-V-O or S-LV pattern in the

main clause. In the later poetry, restrictive relative

clauses give way to appositive relative clauses, causing less

141
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complexity at deep structure levels and on the surface.

Repetitive patterns of various kinds occur in both periods,

but in the later work, repetition is less obtrusive because

repeated phrases are more widely separated and there is

greater reliance on metaphor-linked repetition. Sentences

in both periods are more often transitive than otherwise,

and modifying constructions frequently delay the main clause

for several lines. This last device becomes almost a hallmark

of the later poetry.

Thomas shows his greatest virtuosity in the areas of

sound and diction. The early and later poems demonstrate

more differences in degree than in kind; nevertheless, it is

Thomas's greater ability to manipulate sound and diction that

raises the later poems to a higher level of achievement than

the early ones. For the most part, early rhymes are based on

terminal consonance, and later rhymes utilize assonance and

true rime; however, examples of all types appear in both

periods. The later poems demonstrate to a much greater degree

the poet's ability to weave intricate sound patterns through-

out entire stanzas and to match sound with sense more con-

sistently than in the early work.

Like all great poets, Dylan Thomas reached beyond the

common usage of words to create a unique style. He coined

words, transferred them from one grammatical class to another,

made extraordinary justapositions, and refurbished cliches in
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his search for an expressive diction. Thomas did not limit

himself only to the new, however; he manipulated with art-

istry the classical figures of speech, utilizing in his

later work the more difficult ornaments of language. Much

of his success in diction derives from his ability to use the

old as well as the new in shaping his poetry.

Concerned all his life with the struggle to attain poetic

eminence, Dylan Thomas created a body of poetry noted for its

stylistic qualities. His genius with words and virtuosity

with sounds, added to a mastery of rhythm and a sometimes

startling syntax, make him one of the masters of style in the

twentieth century .



APPENDIX I

CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF POEMS IN COLLECTED POEMS1

COMPOSITION REVISION
POEM DATE DATE

1. How shall my animal

2. Today, this insect

3. The spire cranes

4. The Hunchback in
the Park

5. Out of the sighs

6. Once it was the
colour of saying

7. When all my five and
country senses see

8. Should lanterns shine

9. Then was my neophyte

10. Was there a time

11. After the funeral

12. On no work of words

13. I have longed to move
away

14. Especially when the
October wind

15. On the Marriage of a
Virgin

16. Make me a mask

Dec.,

Dec.,

Jan.,

1930

1930

1931

May, 1932

June, 1932

July, 1932

July,

July,

July,

Feb.,

Feb.,

Feb.,

1932

1932

1932

1933

1933

1933

March, 1933

March, 1933

March,

March,

1933

1933

March, 1938

1936

Nov., 1937

July, 1941

1936

Dec., 1938

1938

1935

1936

Dec., 1935

March, 1938

Sept., 1938

Jan., 1936

1934

Jan., 1941

Nov., 1937

VOLUME IN
WHICH
FIRST

COLLECTED

ML

25P

ML

DE

25P

ML

ML

25P

25P

25P

ML

ML

25P

18P

DE

ML
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APPENDIX I- - Continued

17. And death shall have
no dominion

18. Not from this anger

19. We lying by seasand

20. Incarnate devil

21. The tombstone told
when she died

22. Why east wind chills

23. Here in this spring

24. Find meat on bones

25. Ears in the turrets
hear

26. Shall gods be said
to thump the clouds

27. The hand that signed
the paper

28. Grief thief of time

29. The seed-at-zero

30. Before I knocked

31. My hero bares his
nerves

32. In the beginning

33. I fellowed sleep

34. The force that through

the green fuse .

35. From love's first fever
to her plague

April, 1933

April, 1933

May, 1933

May, 1933

July,

July,

July,

July,

1933

1933

1933

1933

Feb. 1936

Jan. 1938

Sept., 1937

Jan., 1936

Sept.

Jan.,

Jan.,

Jan.,

July, 1933

Aug., 1933

Aug., 1933

Aug., 1933

Aug., 1933

Sept., 1933

Sept., 1933

Sept., 1933

Oct., 1933

Oct., 1933

Oct., 1933

1938

1936

1936

1936

1936

1936

1935

1935; 1936

1936

April, 1934

1934

25P

NIL
ML

25P

ML

25P

25P

25P

25P

25P

25P

25P

25P

18P

18P

18P

18P

18P

18P
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APPENDIX I--Continued

36. When once the twilight
locks no longer

37. Light breaks where
no sun shines

38. This bread I break

39. A process in the
weather of the heart

40. Foster the light

41. Our eunuch dreams

42. Where once the waters
of your face

43. I see the boys of summer

44. If I were tickled by
the rub of love

45. My world is pyramid

46. When, like a
running grave

47. I dreamed my genesis

48. All all and all the
dry worlds lever

49. I, in my intricate image

50. Do you not father me

51. A grief ago

52. How soon the servant sun

53. Now

54. Altarwise by owl-light
(Sonnets I-VII)

Nov., 1933

Nov. 1933

Dec., 1933

Feb., 1934

Feb., 1934

March, 1934

March, 1934

April, 1934

April, 1934

April-Dec., 1934

April-Dec.,

April-Dec.,

1934

1934

April-Dec., 1934

1935

1935

1935

1935

1935

1935

1936

1936

18P

18P

25P

18P

25P

18P

18P

18P

18P

18P

18P

18P

18P

25P

25P

25P

25P

25P

25P
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APPENDIX I--Continued

55. Hold hard, these ancient
minutes . . .

56. Altarwise by owl-light
(Sonnets VIII-X)

57. It is the sinners'
dust-tongued bell

58. I make this in a
warring absence

59. A saint about to fall

60. Twenty-four years

61. Because the pleasure
bird whistles

62. 'If my head hurt a
hair's foot'

63. Unluckily for a Death

64. To Others than You

65. When I Woke

66. Once below a time

67. There was a Savior

68. Into her Lying Down
Head

69. Deaths and Entrances

70. Ballad of the
Long-legged Bait

71. Love in the Asylum

72. Among those Killed in
the Dawn Raid . . .

Nov.,

Oct.,

Oct.,

1936

1936

1936

1937

1938

1938

Jan., 1939

March, 1939

May, 1939

May, 1939

1939

Jan., 1940

Feb., 1940

June, 1940

Aug., 1940

May, 1941

1941

Jan., 1946

Jan., 1946

1941

25P

25P

ML

MLML

ML

DE

DE

DE

CP

DE

DE

DE

DE

DE

DE
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APPENDIX I--Continued

73. Ceremony After a
Fire Raid

74. Vision and Prayer

75. Poem in October

76. Holy Spring

77. A Refusal to Mourn the
Death, by Fire . .

78. Lie Still,
Sleep Becalmed

79. A Winter's Tale

80. This Side of the Truth

81. The Conversation
of Prayer

82. Fern Hill

83. In My Craft
or Sullen Art

84. In Country Sleep

85. Over Sir John's ill

86. In the Mite Giant's
Thigh

87. Do not go gentle into
that good night

88.

89.

90.

Lament

Poem on his Birthday

Author's Prologue

1944

Aug., 1944

Aug., 1944

Nov., 1944

March, 1945

1945

March, 1945

March, 1945

March, 1945

1945

1945

1947

1948

1948-1949

1950

1950

1950-1951

1952

DE

DE

DE

DE

DE

DE

DE

DE

DE

DE

DE

ICS

ICS

ICS

ICS

ICS

ICS

CP

1952



NOTES

Ralph N. Maud, "Dylan Thomas? Collected Poems:
Chronology of Composition," PMLA, 76 (1961), 292-97.
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